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RPM has just completed a very big month of activity. Our second annual 
running camp was a huge success. We had twenty-eight extraordinary young 
people from all over the state. Clinics with Steve Coffin of Ellsworth,
John Frachella of Hudson, Ken Remsen of Bangor, Moshe Myerowitz also of 
Bangor and Joe Pechinski of the university were spell-binding and received 
very well by the youngsters. Our head councilors; Anne Norton, Kevin Dyer, 
Carol Roy and Tom Mulvey did an exceptional job as well.
Trips to the Schweppes/Rondo Track Meet and the Grand/Willey 10K were also 
highlights of the camp week. Speaking of the track meet, RPM was able to raise 
well over $100 for the Maine Special Olympics through this new event.
Our RPM party following the Mad Witch was a lot of fun and I would like to 
thank Alfred and Irene Bourgoin for the use of their camp on Lucerne.
Our next major project is the Ellsworth Autumn Gold 20K on October 4.
It is shaping up to be one of the better races in the state. Bill Sayres 
has assured me that the Harriers will have both a men’s and women’s team 
present. Ziggy says the Maine Track Club will do the same. Some people have 
asked if this event is solely for teams. The answer is no, there will be many 
individual age group awards. See you all in Ellsworth October 4th.
Sincerely
Bob Booker 
Director, RPM
NEED
repairs ;
/'Bicycle repair is an art. At The Ski Rack, our expert 
repair staff will get your bike humming and have you 
back on the road in no time. No matter how old, no 
matter where you bought it; if it’s a bicycle, we’ll fix it!
Don’t trust your bike to just anyone. For service you can 
be sure of, there’s only one place to go. The Ski Rack.
a And don’t forget - we have a good selection of a 
ladies bikes for you to choose from! . '
iSKIRACK
Maine Square. Hogan Road, Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475 
Monday & Friday 10-9 Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday & Saturday 10-6 
Closed Sunday
MAINE
We’re not exactly freezing our buns 
off, but it’s time to read that inter-
view between Ed Rice and Bill Rodgers. 
The article is accompanied by a photo 
of Bill and Carl Hague, a 95 year old 
Brunswick resident who ran the mile 
in the 1900 Olympics for Sweden. He 
turned a 4:16 at age 14.
You will notice that there are far 
fewer pages of race results this month 
because I typed the results on huge 
paper, in three columns, and then had 
the whole mess reduced 35%. I hope 
you don’t mind the smaller print, but 
with this IBM it should be easier to 
read.
Skip’s back with another installment 
of ’’Running on...’’, but I’m afraid 
you’ll have to wait another month to 
read the first installment of ’’Mainely 
About Women”. Please bear with us.
We have all kinds of results for you 
this month as well as ”At the races”, 
’’Second Wind” and the September cal-
endar which includes such gems as the 
Bangor Labor Day, Bar Harbor Half 
Marathon, Kingfield 10K and James 
Bailey Cross Country. There are 
also some new races such as the 
Mike Waddle/Dave Fournier Memorial.
Four young Mainers qualified to 
compete in the National Junior Olympic: 
this year and Maine Running would 
like to congratulate Steve Mason, Greg 
Hale, Justin Whitney and Cindy Fiske 
on their achievement.
Maine Running is published monthly 
in Bangor.
Editor: Robert Booker
P.0. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me. 04429
Telephone: 843-6262
Cover: Andy Palmer in last years
Maine National Bank race.
The Wellsley, Mass, resident 
returned home with a vengence.
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Bangor Labor Day to Autumn Gold
Bill Rodgers
Ed Rice has a talk with America’s No. 1 
Marathoner.
Running an...
At Tlhi®
Lots of big races and several track meets
SECOND WIND
What’s in store for ’81. Take a look.
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PREVIEW
MAINE TRACK CLUB 10,000 METERS. 6 P.M.
Gorham High School - Brian Gillespie - 772-3617
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE. See flyer in August issu^
C
A
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N
D
A
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BLUE OX Co-op (Third Annual). See flyer in August issue.
2ND ANNUAL ROLAND DYER ROAD RACE. 2 P.M. at Winslow High School.
’’This will be a simple race reflective of the kind of race Dyer 
would have put on himself. There will be no entry fee, awards or 
hoopla which dominates many races these days.” Gene Roy, Race 
Director - 465-7296 at home or 873-4332 at school. 5 mile course.
NORTH YARMOUTH 4 MILE - 9 A.M. at the North Yarmouth town office.
50 merchandise prizes. Race directors: Chris Seitz 829-5490 and 
Brian Gillespie 772-3617.
MATTAWAMKEAG WILDERNESS PARK BENEFIT RUN. See flyer in August issue.
1980 GRAY ROAD RACES. 9:00 a.m. at Pennell Institute Gym. 2 miler 
at 9:00 and 8.7 miler at 1:00 p.m. $2.00 for each race or $3.00 
for both. T-shirts for first 40 entries in each race. Contact:
John Kirby, RFD 1, Gray Park, Gray, Me. 04039.
JOHNSON’S TRU-VALUE STORE INTERNATIONAL ROAD RACE. See flyer.
2ND ANNUAL PEOPLES BANK ROAD RACE. See flyer.
CP ROAD RACE. See flyer in August issue.
PEI Marathon. See me when I get back.
COMMON GROUND COUNTRY FAIR 10K. 9 a.m. registration at Libby-Tozier
School across from the fairgrounds. T-shirts and accurately measured. 
$3.00 entry fee. Contact: Skip Howard, P.0. Box 562, Bangor, Me.
04401 or MOFGA, P.0. Box 188 Hallowell.
BAR HARBOR 13 MILER. See flyer in August issue.
CHILDREN’S RACE DAY. 12 noon at Dr. Lloyd B. Wolf’s office at 1104 
Forest Ave., Portland. 1 mile run ages 6-11. 3 mile run ages 12-16. 
Brian Gillespie 772-3617.
THE MIKE WADDLE/DAVE FOURNIER MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. See flyer in August 
issue.
KINGFIELD 10K. See flyer.
JAMES BAILEY CO. 7TH ANNUAL CROSS COUNTRY RUN ”80”. See flyer.
C.H. & C.S. 2ND ANNUAL AUTUMN RUN. 2:00 p.m. at SeDoMoCha Jr. High, 
Harrison Ave. Dover-Foxcroft. Contact: C.H.&C.S., 14 Summer St. 
Dover-Foxcroft 04426.
AUTUMN GOLD 20K CHAMPIONSHIP. -See Flyer.- ROWDIE ULTRA
Casco Bay Marathon. Sunday, October 19th. Contact: CBM, P.O. Box 3172 
Portland, Me. 04104
Bill Rodgers
by Ed Rice
The youngster pushed himself 
forward, and blurted out his 
words, the sincerety of which 
weren’t diminished in the least 
by obvious preparation and shaky 
delivery.
’’Bill,” he began, offering a 
hand which was quickly grasped 
by elite runner Bill Rodgers,
"I just wanted to tell you how 
much I admire you and what an 
honor it is to shake your hand.”
A moment of awkward silence 
passed as Rodgers searched for 
the right response. He smiled 
a warm message of thanks and 
then, in the playfully amusing 
way he has of cocking his head 
at various angles, he grinned 
at the boy... seeking the perfect 
shared moment for them both.
”The important thing,” Rodgers 
said to him, ”is that we’re all 
out there on the roads, together, 
doing what we can, and enjoying
AT THE SPECIAL RECEPTION TO HONOR JOAN 
BENOIT, THE EVENING PRIOR TO THE COOK’S 
CORNER RUN, CARL HAGUE AND BILL RODGERS 
SHARED A LIVELY CONVERSATION THAT DEMON-
STRATED GREAT MUTUAL RESPECT.
running."
Immediately set at ease, the boy grinned 
back, nodded and dashed away.
Since his startling Boston Marathon vic-
tory in 1975, achieved in record time as 
a relative unknown, Bill Rodgers hasn’t 
taken many bad steps, on or off the roads.
But reaching that plateau of success was 
a long, hard uphill push for the Connecticut 
native who had set aside high school and 
college (Wesleyan) laurels for a self- 
professed partying lifestyle that included 
swilling down gin and habitual cigarette-
smoking. Today he laughingly refers to 
himself as a ’’born again” runner.
”1 really did start all over again with 
running,” Rodgers said, during an interview 
graciously allowed at a special reception 
for Maine’s Joan Benoit, the evening prior 
to the Cook’s Corner 5-Mile Road Race.
’’When I first began thinking about running 
a marathon (in 1973) I had this perception 
that it required an incredible amount of
pushing yourself...but I 
pretty much thought I could 
finish one," he said frankly. 
This...from the often-considered 
#1 runner in the world who has 
since won 16 of his 26 marathon 
runs, including three straight 
Bostons (four overall) and four 
straight New York City runs!
Rodgers began by cutting out 
the cigarettes, cutting down 
on the gin intake, and putting 
in some Herculean efforts on 
the tiny, rickety-wooden and 
severely-swollen incline that 
constitutes the indoor track 
at the old Huntington Avenue 
YMCA in Boston. Rodgers’ 
questioner knows this little 
training area "gem" from per-
sonal experience, and Rodgers 
heartily laughed at the sugges-
tion that his "feat" of doing 
125 laps, for 10 miles, on 
that track might just be his 
most "astounding" accomplish-
ment to date. He added that 
he soon met up with some 
training companions who coerced 
him into the much less tedious, 
outdoor workout.
The willowy thin man (he’s 
about 5’9" and 128 pounds) has 
seen his goals become realities, 
flowing as gently as his wispy 
blond hair and light, gliding 
step.
Yet his disappointment still 
lingers over the Olympic boycott, 
which the often-outspoken runner 
still believes is wrong. "We’ve 
said that the Russians are using 
the Games politically, but we’re 
being just as political by not 
going. To survive the Games must 
be kept separate from politics. 
There must never again be any-
thing like Hitler putting 
swastikas between Olympic symbols."
Despite his reputed "killer 
instinct" on the roads, Rodgers 
can be surprisingly self-effacing 
and, perhaps, brutally honest 
with himself about his potential 
success in a given race. At 
Boston he’s often cited the very 
man who posed the greatest chal-
lenge to him for victory prior
92 Central St. 
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945-6757
to the race. For the upcoming Olympics 
Rodgers hypothesized this way: "I’d be 
one of 10 with a good shot at a medal.
Nothing more. It’s just that it’s well 
known I’m not that good in the heat, and 
there are a lot of great marathoners around."
Rodgers goes on to suggest that for him 
winning at the Olympics isn’t nearly as im-
portant as competing. "The writers just 
don’t understand the meaning of the Olympics. 
It’s an experience that goes beyond words," 
he said simply, reverently. Though he’s 32 
years old now Rodgers hasn’t given up the 
Olympic dream. Citing New Zealander Jack 
Foster, who at 40-plus years finished 17th 
at the ’76 Games in Montreal, Rodgers main-
tains that "I’d be happy with a finish like 
that. There’s nothing comparable to the 
Olympics. That’s why I want to go back."
His interviewer — also 32 years of age 
and also a runner of roads (and there, most 
definitely, the resemblance abruptly pulls 
a tendon!) finds it curious that the same age 
can hold such differences in perspective for 
a future in running. Rodgers nodded in agree-
ment that many, many runners are regarding 
their road racing careers as just beginning
C ®D
"THE MAINE TRADITION IN SPORTS" 
264 Middle St., Portland
774-6635
♦THE SEVENTH ANNUAL JAMES BAILEY* 
CROSS-COUNTRY RACE
' ptember 28, 1980 at 1:00 P.M. 
Hill Gym - USM
though they’ve entered their early 30’s.
But what can Bill Rodgers look forward to, 
once the glory days at the heights of long 
distance competition have passed?
"I’m going to run all my life,” he said 
matter-of-factly, adding, "I don’t know 
at what point the serious competing will 
stop. I intend to do hard training for four 
years, aiming for the Olympics. Along the 
way I’ll try for the 30-K and 15-K records, 
that last one isn’t too tough," he remarked.
Clad in tee-shirt and denims, Rodgers 
matches his casual appearance with a disarming 
ease that is infectious. He’s cordial and 
most unaffectedly animated, as he alternately 
tilts his head, purses his lips, squints 
through his glasses (he wears contacts when 
he runs) -— all this energy expended in the 
pursuit of an answer to any query, no matter 
how trivial -— and as the evening wears on 
more and more individuals feel less self- 
conscious about stepping forward and speaking 
to him.
The interviewer is startled, at one point, 
when he suddenly discovers that the tete-a- 
tete has, unknowingly to both principals 
evolved into a Dick Cavett-like, spectator- 
viewed interview. In numbers two or three 
deep, creating a half-circle around the 
reporter, a group softly moved in to enjoy 
Rodgers’ words.
Rodgers’ aims for the future, of course, 
include ’The Boston’. Noting that he’d 
heard the rumor about an open Boston Mara-
thon for next year he expressed skepticism 
that it would happen this soon. He is, 
however, in favor of an open Boston but 
stresses important tactical controls must be 
implemented first to accommodate that great 
a mass of runners. His greatest concerns 
have to do with restraining the almost one 
million spectators on the course, particular-
ly the people who press closer to the runners 
and severely narrow the course running area.
He also said he’s interested in traveling 
around and running races he’s never attended. 
Among these he cited marathons behind the 
Iron Curtain, in Czechoslavakia and East 
Germany. With a mischievous twinkle in his 
eye and playful smile on his lips he also 
mentioned the Soviet Union’s Karl Marx Mara-
thon. "That’s one I’ve never been invited 
to...but I’d just like to show up there some-
day," he said, noting too that Russian long 
distance runners are improving steadily.
Bill Rodgers says that one 
possibility — that he sees 
as being almost immediately at 
hand — could change these plans.
"I don’t think we’re that far 
away from a professional road 
racing circuit,” he said, com-
menting that the structure of 
such would be devised in such 
a manner as to allow all partic-
ipants to maintain their amateur 
status. "I think right after the 
Moscow Games we’re going to see a 
lot of changes...a situation that 
allows for all kinds of prizes, 
expense money and endorsements.
A race winner could pick up his 
prize by being named an employee 
of the sponsor, which is what 
they’re doing in Italy,” he said.
Ever the optimist Rodgers main-
tains that running is no fad, no 
whirlwind trend whose time will 
soon be up. "I think many run-
ners were burned out by too intense 
high school and college coaching.
But that’s changing. Running is 
at a much higher level and can now 
be seen as a lifetime sport. And 
we put in training that goes be-
yond what the professional athlete 
in this country does...athletes like 
pro football and basketball players 
only train for three to six months. 
Professional running’s time will 
soon be here, and because we have 
to train all year long to stay at 
the top of our sport we’re entitled 
to it," he declared.
"Marathoning" is the title of 
Rodgers’ recently published book 
(co-authored with Boston Globe 
writer Joe Concannon). Fused 
with Rodgers’ intensity of phil-
osophical feeling and practical 
thought, the book insightfully — 
if occasionally choppily — attempts 
to thread three perspectives from 
start to finish: biographical, 
philosophical and instructional.
Why did he write it? "I felt 
we’d seen enough running books 
by doctors, by podiatrists, by 
the Red Smiths. It’s time for the 
runners themselves to write about 
the sport," he said.
Previously Bill Rodgers has visited Maine 
to race, and to win, at the Portland Elks 
Club 13-miler and the Falmouth 6-miler. Has 
he enjoyed his trips to Maine? "Well, I 
won both times,” he joked, the added, "yes,
I like countryside and rural areas and woods.
And I’ve always been treated well."
His interviewer recognized immediately how 
well Bill Rodgers had treated him...but had 
one more request. Quickly doffing the demeanor 
of respectful reporter, for that of enthusiastic 
fan, the interviewer produces a copy of Rodgers’ 
book and shyly requests that it be autographed.
Rodgers laughs and quickly complies.
Book returned, the interviewer departs, 
feeling just as enchanted as that young boy 
who sought only to express his admiration.
And left feeling even more that he’d just 
encountered the stuff from which legends are 
made.
—
'Sporting Goods for All Seasons'
e  Good Sports
[ 3 Pleasant Stz Brunswick
Why not come in to "The Good Sports" 
in Brunswick and let Rob Jarratt and 
his experienced crew outfit you for any 
sport under the sun.
We hope you enjoyed our annual "Ten Mile 
Run to the Coast and Back" again this 
year and intent to better your time again 
next August.
f ’Sporting Goods for Al Seasons'
g Good Sports
[ 3 Pteosont St, Brunswick
Running on...
by Skip Howard
How much do you play? What 
part of the various froms of 
exercise we engage in, is done 
to solely because we want to 
play? Surely there is an 
element of fitness, that being 
a socially acceptable reason 
for taking the time out to run, 
swim or bicycle. But how many 
of us will readily admit that 
there is also a strong desire 
just to stop and play for awhile?
In fact, how many of us realize 
that motivation at all? It is 
an ingrained trait in our lives 
to stop playing and start working 
at some point. We’re told early 
on that there comes a time when 
life is essentially a matter of 
hard work. For most of us, that 
time is late adolescense, the 
time when we must study in earnest, 
or get a job, earn a steady wage 
and salary, be reasonable and 
stop playing around. And to some 
degree, this has validity.
selves, who are temperate and listen to our 
bodies, it is not so difficult to stay above 
the associated guilt of regular recreation.
But for most of us, the lesson comes hard and 
often too late.
So, what do we do when we overextend, when 
we push too hard? For those who survive but 
who get too close to the edge, there are al-
ternatives.
More on alternatives next month. What they 
are, where and when, from someone who’s been 
there, and back.
*********************************************
The boom in road races has raised some in-
teresting issues. All road races seem to 
carry their own flavor, their own purpose and 
character. One might be characterized by its 
commitment to the runner, with little thought 
given to the casual onlooker or the rest of 
the community, another by its media hype and 
unabashed desire to make money, regardless 
of the masses. Many fall somewhere betwixt.
Here are some reflections on road races this 
season to date, a subjective glance at those 
participated in or gleaned through the grape-
vine:
However, as in most life changes, 
the pendulum can swing too far, 
and we become victims of the 
classic Type A lifestyle, easy 
prey to the hard pressures re-
quired of a career or bringing 
up a family, of being successful 
in work and parenting. How quick-
ly we succumb to the dictum of all 
work and no play, sublimating our 
natural desire to have fun and be 
healthy.
Our forms of recreation take 
on the same forms that dictate 
our work: strive mightily, com-
plete exhaustion its own reward. 
Hold on! Make it play, make it 
fun. Don’t let every road race 
become a means to exceed the 
pace of your last one, every 
game of racquetball or softball 
or basketball a do-or-die endeavor.
Easily said, eh wot? And for 
those of us who are reasonable, 
who don’t fall into the accustomed 
molds and keep a sense of our-
Nike Maine Coast Marathon was well-run, Cook’s 
Corner had a big crowd but some problems for 
the runners. The Hermon 10K had only a few 
runners even though it was a good course and 
well-administered, but the $3.00 entry fee 
plus $3.00 for a T-shirt meant that the organ-
izers lost money trying to raise money for the 
town’s recreation department.
Road races are not a great way to raise money, 
because they’re not big attractions for crowds, 
besides which it is difficult to charge admis-
sion, given the fact that races are usually 
held over several miles rather than an enclosed 
stadium or arena. However, they are excellent 
vehicles to promote a business and to gain 
high visibility. Colorful T-shirts and general 
good will make foot races a high-quality place 
for putting one’s advertising bucks. But to 
put on a good race, a sponsor must expect to 
foot a bill at least to the tune of $200-$300 
just to break even.
*********************************************
Though they may see a downward trend in the 
years to come, the proliferation of races does 
have one very interesting aspect in that fields
\are often the size of a few years ago, enabling many runners who are just beginning 
to race tc get some more positive reinforcement in the form of gift certificates, 
trophies and other post-race paraphernalia. Which raises an interesting question 
would you continue to run if there were no race?
Sa«*I’SLll-.OO am 
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See our program in this issue.
U The
SPUDLAND NATURAL LIGHT MINI-MARATHON 
Presque Isle Aug 3, 1980
The big story At The Races 
this month is not so much 
the races themselves, but 
the tremendous performances 
of the winners. Namely:
Mike Gaige, Andy Palmer, 
and Greg Wardwell.
I haven’t had the pleasure of running 
northern Maine’s biggest foot race. Last 
year I blew all my traveling money on a 
tire and this year the RPM running camp 
started the same day. One of these years 
though...
*
HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC/ 
Blue Hill Days 10K
July 26/27
Back in February Mike Gaige 
came into the store and in 
less than an hour became a 
Central Maine Strider. It 
was shortly after learning 
that he had run a sub-31 
minute 10K and a 2:40 mara-
thon his first time out, that 
I thrust the application upon 
him.
Now in early August people 
are finally asking, ’’Who is 
this Mike Gaige?”. Well, he’s 
the guy who beat Mike Westphal 
by over a minute on a torrid 
day in Hancock; turned around 
and beat Stephen Dexter by over 
50 seconds on a somewhat long 
and very hilly 10K course in 
Blue Hill the very next day.
Those people who are asking 
the question now obviously 
missed the name seventh on 
the list of finishers in the 
Portland Boy’s Club and Gold-
smith races, or twelfth in 
the field at Camden (while 
sick) or second at Great 
Cranberry and fourth at 
Tour du Lac.
It would have been nice to go up this 
year though, for this is the year Andy 
Palmer showed us all why he has gone 
to Boston to train with the very fast 
fellows. A 1:04:37 course record! That’s 
a 4:56 pace! You don’t even have to ask 
who he beat to know that’s fast! There 
must be magic in those Wellesley hills.
*
JOHN FYALKA MEMORIAL 10K/MAD WITCH 15.2 
July 19/Aug 16
Greg Wardwell must be gearing up for a 
big fall. First he betters the likes of 
Gene Coffin and Danny Paul by over a min-
ute in a hilly 10K and then he breaks 
Bob Hillgrove’s three year old record in 
the Maddest of all races, the Mad Witch, 
and we all remember how Hillgrove was 
running in ’77.
I ran a PR on the Mad Witch course and 
it seems Greg had already showered before 
I got in. I think his hair was dry too!
The Maine Track Club should be well 
represented at the Autumn Gold Championship 
in October, with Greg running like never 
before.
They may have missed the 
name before, but they will 
be sure to notice it in the 
future.
*
Bumper Stickers also
SECOND WIND
ATTENTION RACE DIRECTORS! The January issue of Maine Running will run 
a complete calendar of 1981 races. There are several reasons to do so. 
Often there are two or more great races run on the same date and a complete 
calendar early in the year would allow competing directors to negotiate.
For example the Bunyan, Cooks Corner and Damariscotta were all run on July 
12th this year. Although each race got a good sized field, many people 
wished they could have run two or more of these fine races. Another reason 
to have the complete calendar is to fill up those weekends that seem to 
drag in certain parts of the state. There seems to be little going on in 
the Portland area in August for example.
Race directors, send the name of your race, the distance, the date and 
the name of the contact person with a telephone number to:
Maine Running Calendar 81 
PO Box 259
E. Holden, Me. 04429
Only those races received by December 15 will appear in the calendar, so 
hurry your information in.
*
Joan was quite pleased with her 2:38:40 performance in London recently 
while her 38:21 at Falmouth was just "Okay”. How she fairs at the Bobby 
Crim 10 Miler in Flint, Michigan will appear next month.
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods
Open Every Evening 'til 8:00 • Fri. 'til 9i00
MAINE SQUARE HOGAN RD.
BANGOR, MAINE TEL. 947-4303
THE NO.l NAME IN MAINE 
BEHIND ATHLETICS
RACING FLAT SPECIAL!
20% OFF
Any flat in stock with ad 
Offer expires 9/15/80
ALWAYS 
IN FIRST 
PLACE!
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIS
Your Choice:
3 Models at $29.99 
6 Models at $54.99 
1 Adidas Racing Model, 
$69.99
Supplies Limited
The 20 Kilometer Road Race
An open letter to clubs throughout the state...
Autumn Gold 20K Championship Road Race August 21, 1980
Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce 
P.0. Box 267
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
Dear Club Member:
A true club championship road race has been an idea for several years, but 
never seems to come together. Well, hopefully we’ve come up with one in the 
Autumn Gold Road Race.
We have a very demanding 20K course through Ellsworth and Lamoine and are 
challenging all clubs in New England to come and run over it. I think that 
it is appropriate that the co-directors represent the Central Maine Striders, 
the Hog Bay Trotters, the Androscoggin Harriers and one independent.
This will truely be a club championship run on neutral ground. There will 
be trophies for the first three male and female teams. Your club is encouraged 
to enter 3 person B and C teams as well.
We’re all excited about the Autumn Gold 20K and hope that you will be as well. 
Come show off your club colors.
Sincerely
Robert Booker, CMS for... 
Steve Coffin, HBT
HARRISON OLD HOME DAYS 10 KM 
ROAD RACE JULY 12
1. Kevin McDonald 33:51
2. Cary Schwartz
3. Dan Vogt
4. Craig Whichard
5. Muzzy Barton
6. John Dudley
7. Byron Davis
8. Douglas Craib
9. Chase Pray
10. W.P. Franklin
11. Harvey Rohde
12. Dick Matthews
13. John Atwood
14. Richard Campbell
15. Sara Sanborg*
16. John R. Gasser
17. Dennis Morrill
18. Ronald Gray
19. William W. Abendroth
20. Geoff Kelly
21. Ken Bedder
22. Phillip Wells
23. George N. Sudduth
24. Bob Vaughan
25. Laurie Bean
26. John Howe
27. Danny Fogg
28. Robert Payne
29. Jon Daugherty
30. Mark Jordy
31. Larry Wold
32. Kenny Gray
33. Mike Smith
34. Charles Hahn
35. Robin Carlson*
36. Mike Dohan
37. Chris Cole
38. John Blanchard Jr.
39. Rick Elder
40. Don Rose
41. Edward Abendroth
42. David Rogers
43. Alan Rogers
44. Paul Alpert
45. Tom J. Winsor
46. Irene Mulvey*
47. Edward R. Quimette
48. Gary Fulreader
49. Robert Estes
50. Roger C. Williams
51. John Kells
52. Lyon Osborn
53. Phil Taylor
54. David Osborn
55. Lawrence A. Rich
56. John Turner
57. Jerry Levine
, pack
59. Thomas Courtice
60. Brad Borden
61. Ralph Estes
62. Lisa Rogers*
63. Tim Ballard
64. Sarah Burbank Smith
65. Ray Ledoux
66. Jon Winsor
67. Sandra Willmott
68. Diane Willmott
69. Carol Davis
70. David W. Smith
71. Carol Trevithick
72. Jeremy Dowell
73. Billy Kupinse
- Results courtesy of 
Roger Foster 
Harrison/Waterford 
Men’s Club
2ND ANNUAL GREAT FRANKLIN
ROAD RACE 5.6 M JULY 19
1. Michael Westphal 30:58
2. Dick Dunn 31:25
3. Brian White 31:41
4. John O’Grady 32:35
5. Richard Lamoureux 33:23
6. Mark Beede 33:43
7. Mike Worcester 34:14
8. Dennis Harmon 34:32
9. David Vose 34:47
10. Stephen Pally 35:08
11. Allan Lockyer 35:14
12. John Gates 35:16
13. Charles Howe 35:19
14. Greg Everett 35:41
15. Steve Novak 35:55
16. Gary Googins 36:00
17. Wilbur Saunders 36:01
18. Robin Emery* 36:09
19. John Trefethen 36:26
20. Walter Crabtree 37:10
21. Fred Schmidt 37:33
22. Mike Foster 37:57
23. Jock Crothers 38:23
24. Geoff Manifold 39:02
25. Ed Magriera 39:15
26. Hyla Tracy 39:25
27. Ben Smith 39:28
28. Gil Roderick 39:29
29. Pat Richard* 39:30
30. Lester Storms Sr. 39:47
31. Leon Goldstein 40:30
32. Paul Guerin 40:50
33. Ed Ravmaker 41:43
II
34. Norman Mosely 42:56
35. Larry Rich 43:45
36. Lynn Guite* 44:16
37. Sue Jennings* 45:44
38. Greg Carter 45:58
39. Sue Blaisdell* 46:16
40. Carey Gazis 48:06
Darrol Whitney 48:06
41. Silas Coffin 48:23
42. Patricia King* 49:47
43. Joan Leslie* 52:02
44. Barbara Whalen* 54:31
- Results courtesy of Dan Smith
Race Director
JOHN FYALKA MEMORIAL 10,000 Meter
SMVTI, S. Portland JULY 19
1. Greg Wardwell 32:07
2. Gene Coffin 33:09
3. Danny Paul 33:17
4. Harry Change 33:31
5. Gacquesla Liberte 33:46
6. John Gardner 34:13
7. Stu Hogan 34:33
8. Ralph Thomas 34:43
9. O.J. Logue 34:45
10. Chris Herrick 34:57
11. Ivan Simoneau 35:48
12. Sam Sleeper 35:52
13. Dan Cake 36:20
14. Ken Letoumeau 36:30
15. Brian Flanders 36:41
16. Bryan Bettney 36:46
17. Marc Lessard 36:51
18. Mike Gendron 37:24
19. Bob Provost 37:44
20. Joe LaRose 38:05
21. Lee Juneau 38:14
22. Joe Bean 38:38
23. Roland Perry 38:49
24. Dave Smith 38:51
25. John Long 38:59
26. Mike Colerick 39:06
27. Tim Donovan 39:10
28. Martin Donlon 39:11
29. Arnie Frechette 39:31
30. Steve Caron 39:37
31. Marty Cardoza 39:42
32. Richard Campbell 39:47
33. Bill Leschey 39:48
34. Dan Gagne 40:01
35. Doug Foote 40:02
36. Ron Burton 40:07
37. Bill Dineen 40:23
38. Guy LaFlamme 40:24
39. Merl Hartford 40:32
40.
41 r
Orlando Delogu
Tom Peterson
40:33
40:37
15.
16.
Skip Chandler
John Hove
42:32
42:49
49.
50.
Andrew Hasiam
Brian Higgins
1:17:01.8
1:17:25.5
42. Jerry Greenlaw 40:38 17. David Jones 42:54 51. Henry Brieger 1:17:34.5
43. Doug Moreshead 40:46 18. Don Feeney 42:56 52. Joe Ledwith 1:17:56,2
44. Virginia Connors* 40:50 19. Bob Remington 42:59 53. George Osler 1:18:02.3
45. Jia Burrill 41:04 20. Garrett Bonnesu 43:07 54. Jim Coffin 1:18:10.4
46. Steve Meyers 41:08 21. Curtis Cole 43:20 55. Jock Crothers 1:18:21.2
47. Carlton Mendell 41:12 22. Jack Trenoweth 43:29 56. A1 Beal 1:19:17.8
48. Peter Haskins 41:16 23. Mark Tilton 43:35 57. Kathy Brieger* 1:19:27.0
49. Mike Lacroix 41:17 24. Anne Gleacher* 44:14 58. Terry Cousins 1:19:39.4
50. Ton Downing 41:26 25. Trafton Potter 44:59 59. Mark Wetherford 1:20:02.6
51. Jeff Rent 42:04 26. Ben Venskus 45:43 60. Bill Pinkham 1:20:07.2
52. Robert Germann 42:15 27. Eric Gleacher 46:07 61. John Merchant 1:22:46.6
53. Jana Lynch* 42:22 28. Art Proberg 46:12 62. Norman Fitzgerald 1:23:02:3
54. Barton Cleaves 42:38 29. Sharon O'Hagan* 46:29 63. Walter Capen 1:23:02.7
55. Tim Murherjee 42:44 30. Jia Haskell 47:26 64. Tyler Thompson 1:23:25.9
56. Randy Phillips 42:45 31. Phil Taylor 48:59 65. Jeannette LaPlant* 1:23:30.8
57. Steve Rainsford 42:46 32. Joe Bennett 50:07 66. Charles Steele 1:28:38.5
58. Tom  LaRose 42:48 33. Patti Noll* 51:08 67. Gordon Halpern 1:29:43.0
59. Richard Goulet 42:55 34. Roger Williams 51:09 68. David Brenton 1:30:50.9
60. Margorie Adams* 43:02 35. Jim Bowse 51:21 69. Anne Norton* 1:31:46.6
61. A1 Butler 43:19 36. Mike Cohen 51:46 70. John Springer 1:33:23.4
62. A1 Bergeron 43:32 37. Alice Goodwin* 52:47 71. Michaela Kane* 1:33:31.6
63. Robert Poisy 44:04 38. Mitch Wertlieb 52:52 72. Joan Leslie* 1:33:34.7
64. David Paul 44:15 39. Mike Flynn 53:53 73. Nancy Schneider* 1:33:39.3
65. Bill Elgee 44:19 40. Steve Beaulier 54:41 74. Tom Travis 1:34:47,6
66. Lloyd Cook 44:37 41. Charles Cadmus 55:45 75. Carey Grazis 1:35:16.4
67. Bruce Lange 44:48 42. Mary DePaloa* 56:46 76. Susan Jennings* 1:35:16.7
68. Larry Pierc- 44:49 43. Brad Borden 57:22 77. Gerry Roy 1:37:14.2
69. Dennis Morrill 45:00 44. Andrea Warner* 58:30 78. B.E. Greenwald 1:42:39.0
70. Roger Dutton 45:31 45. Sarah Burbank* 58:30 79. Gregory Halpern 2:04:51.0
71. Larry Dyer 45:59 46. Rudy Wirth 60:27
72. Jin Chase 46:07 47. Glenn Pitcher 61:12 - Results courtesy of Steve Coffin
73. Kelly Hoskins 46:09 48. Steve Collins 61:50 Race Director
74. Larry Barker 46:34 49. John Ochsner 67:51
75. Jin Babb 46:34 50. Darren Brown 67:52 *
76. Jin Moore 46:45 51. Howard Rosen 70:21
77. Jerry Klein 47:03 SECOND ANNUAL BLUE HILL DAY
78. Bruce Bunelle 47:15 - Results from John Gasser 10 KILOMETER ROAD RACE JULY 27
79. Barb Hasuiluk* 47:18
80. Steve Belya 47:27 *
81. Grace Amoroso* 49:01 1. Michael Galge 35:04.8
82. John Fyalka Sr. 49:01 THIRD ANNUAL LOBSTER CLASSIC 2. Stephen Dexter 35:56.1
83. Rick Fyalka 49:02 10.2 MILE ROAD RACE 3. Dick Dunn 36:21.8
84. Charles Glover 49:30 Hancock July 26 4. Harold Hatch 36:26.7
85. Joan Welch* 49:32 ———------ 5. Michael Swanson 37:26.4
86. Dave Krauss 49:43 6. Deke Talbot 37:40.3
87. Rosalyn Randell* 49:59 1. Michael Galge 55:26.6 7. Thom Annotte 37:59.4
88. Glen Niemy 50:25 2. Mike Westphal 56:30.6 8. Larry Allen 38:05.6
89. Charles Senders 50:31 3. Gerry Clapper 56:43.6 9. Mark Hatch 38:23.5
90. Dick Dudley 50:38 4. Dick Dunn 57:41.3 10. Dave Herlan 38:44.8
91. Pete Hand 50:54 5. Sheldon Booze 59:21.5 11. John Fox 38:50.0
92. Josh Turrel 51:10 6. Dave Stratton 1:00:17.4 12. Mark Beede 38:56.8
93. Linda Provost* 52:05 7. Drlan White 1:00:57.7 13. Mark Simpson 39:28.5
94. Gary Kent 52:19 8. Larry Deans 1:03:03.8 14. Ernest A. Tracy 39:45.8
95. Maryann Bailor* 52:53 9. Jim Boynton 1:03:40.2 15. Peter C. Swanson 39:54.0
96. Marlon Leschey* 52:54 10. Phil St, Pierre 1:04:33.5 16. Gary Coyne 39:56.1
97. Steve Mooney 56:03 11. Ernie Tracy 1:05:10.6 17. Robbie Baldwin 40:22.1
98. Joyce Cook* 57:32 12. Chuck Holt 1:05:39.7 18. Rick Davis 41:05.1
99. Myron Bergman 60:22 13. Dennis Harmon 1:05:41.2 19. Frank Roberts 41:25.4
100. Vickie Marcocci* 61:25 14. Oskar Feichtinger 1:05:52.0 20. Charles H. Hove 41:27.0
101. Brad Hoskins 62:02 15. Ed Rice 1:06:07.9 21. Mark Violette 41:28.9
102. Charles Scribner 62:38 16. Alfred Benfield 1:06:24.8 22. Chris Hamilton 41:37.5
103. John Leany 63:02 17. Stephen Palley 1:06:50.5 23. Unknown 41:44.2
104. Aden Smithline 66:10 18. David Cunio 1:07:06.4 24. A1 Benfield 42:00.2
19. Mark Violette 1:07:27.0 25. Robert Booker 42:24.6
Team Championship - 5 Maci Score 20. Norman Carlisle 1:07:47.0 26. Harold Henderson 43:18.8
21. Gary Googins 1:08:29.8 27. Dennis Bates 43:51.9
1. Maine Track Club 17 22. Jamie Dunn* 1:08:32.3 28. Kevin Warrington 43:58.1
2. Marathon Sports 67 23. Steve Norton 1:08:38.0 29. Bill Beardsley 44:01.4
24. Charles Howe 1:09:06.5 30. Fred Schmidt 44:07.6
- Results from Brian Gillespie 25. A1 Michelson 1:09:19.4 31. Verl Dyer 44:32.6
Race Director 26. Mike Coffin 1:09:20.1 32. Gary Googins 44:32.8
27. Chris Everett 1:09:28.9 33. Steve Gross 44:33.7* 28. Paul Connor 1:09:32.6 34. Stephen Moore 44:41.6
29. John Trefethen 1:09:48.8 35. Tony Aman 44:43.2
THE SECOND ANNUAL MOLLYOCKET/ 30. Kyle Rankin 1:09:56.9 36. Charlie Nichols 45:05.4
ROTARY 10,000 Meter Road Race 31. Bill Beardsley 1:10:06.4 37. Gil Roderick 45:32.7
Bethel JULY 20 32. Fred Schmidt 1:10:17.2 38. Jose Soriano 45:48.9
33. Greg Everett 1:10:47.0 39. Roger Wilson 46:00.6
34. Too Mulvey 1:11:17.0 40. Harrie Price 46:27.0
1. Roger Foster 35:49 35. Gil Roderick 1:11:46.6 41. Hyla John Tracy 46:29.9
2. Ken Lowry 36:14 36. Vance Stoddard 1:12:49.2 42. Howard Richard 46:39.3
3. Allen Decosta 36:29 37. Carol Roy* 1:13:05.3 43. Colin Levesque 46:47.8
4. John Applin 36:51 38. Carl Sanborn 1:13:18.0 44. Bobby Tapley 47:33.2
5. Mat Ishaa 37:06 39. Martin Linsky 1:14:10.9 45. Tony Beardsley 47:58.2
6. Jeff Arsenault 38:20 40. Dave Gorczyca 1:14:23.0 46. H.R. King 48:07.3
7. Eric Dombkowski 38:52 41. Wayne Holden 1:14:55.0 47. Bill Pinkham 48:35.3
8. Harvey Rohde 39:24 42. Robin Emery* 1:15:04.7 48. Steve Barber 48:43.7
9. John McMillin 40:23 43. William Janeway 1:15:16.0 49. Stephen E. Coffin 49:00.2
10. Jim Logan 40:46 44. Dan Rankin 1:15:19.1 50. Edvard Raymaker 49:06.3
11. Tony Leland 40:46 45. Burt Merchant 1:15:49.3 51. Terrence Cousins 49:16.9
12. John Gasser 41:04 46. Steve Smith 1:16:08.3 52. Ron Robert 49:33.0
13. Tom Swan 41:40 47. Hyla John Tracy 1:16:13.7 53. Ted Duffy 49:34.1
14. Andy Goodwin 41:57 48. Diane Lounder* 1:16:20.7 54. Rich Caissie 50:11.0
55.- David Redman 50:13.2
56. A. Wesley Williams, Jr 50:28.9
57. Lawrence Day 50:54.1
58. Alston A. Beal 51:22.4
59. Daye Perrin 51:28.0
60. Walter Capen 52:54.4
61. Ted Cohn 53:47.3
62. Erik C. Esselstyn 56:31.7
63. Silas Coffin 56:58.3
64. Sheldon Goldthwait 58:40.7
65. Edward O’Connell 59:07.8
66. Arnold Richard 60:35.1
67. Erik Mattson 61:45.2
Women Finishers
1. Jamilyn Dunn 42:53.7
2. Margaret Johnson 44:53.7
3. Patricia Richard 46:00.6
4. Andrea Hatch 46:13.1
5. Jeannette LaPlante 48:13.7
6. Jackie Trefethen 48:31.4
7. Kathy Harris 50:18.7
8. Joyce Perrin 54:03.2
9. Mona Depery 55:53.2
10. Anne Norton 57:53.1
11. Mlchaela Kane 58:55.7
12. Terese Desjardins 58:59.8
13. Nancy Nicholson 60:28.8
- Results courtesy of Barry Mills
Race
*
Director
THIRD ANNUAL C’EST SI BON 4.5 MILE 
Lewiston July 27
1. John Daly 23:56
2. Ralph Fletcher 23:56
3. Sam Sleeper 24:07
4. Dan Campbell 24;14
5. Doug Taylor 24:18
6. Dan Cake 24:19
7. Peter Davis 24:19
8. Brad Brown 24:22
9. Brian Driscoll 24:54
10. Joe Corkery 25:21
11. Steve Roy 25:35
12. Roland Trottier 25:38
13. Bob Provost 25:45
14. Jamey Caron 26:25
15. Dane Dwyer 26:38
16. Phil Northrop 27:14
17. Tom Swan 27:19
18. Linda Sargent* 27:24
19. Paul Collins 27:31
20. Bryan Dench 27:32
21. Don Stowell 27:33
22. Greg McLaughlin 27;34
23. Frank Witham 27:41
24. Michael Magno 28:09
25. Patrick Madden 28:19
26. Bill Sayres 28:22
27. Gary Weher 28:38
28. Christopher Bean 28:50
29. Thomas Magno 28:53
30. Peter Gagnon 28:58
31. Ron Lebel 29:02
32. Robert Dubois 29:08
33. Herb Coolidge 29:08
34. Donald Theirier 29:10
35. David Silverbrand 29:58
36. Denis Tanguay 30:05
37. Robert Moyer 30:30
38. Faye Gagnon* 30:33
39. Frank DiCongo 30:44
40. John Belisle 30:55
41. Dave Belyea 31:01
42. Chad Gagnon 31:10
43. Don Collette 31:11
44. Timothy Amero 31:21
45. Thomas Rock 31:22
46. Wendy Sayres* 31:26
47. Bill Johnson 31:40
48. Pete Lessard 31:43
49. Mark Farnum 31:45
50. Dan Asselin 31:46
51. Philip Rioux 31:49
52. Catherine Lee* 31:52
53. Carol Ann Trottier* 32:35
54. John Gagnon 32:41
55. Mike Surette 32:42
56. J.C. Pinette 33:13
1. Robert Everett 32:25
2, Henri Bouchard 35:13
3. Gary Quimby 36:03
4. Phil St. Pierre 36:35
5. Kevin Kenny 37:17
6. Cliff Hatfield 38:24
7. David Newhall 39:47
8. Paul Howard (Skip) 39:52
9. Robert Gaboury 39:58
10. Frank Lisnik 40:16
11. Thomas McWatters 40:24
12. Bob Hayes 40:41
13. Jeff Turner 40:44
14. Jeff Rosenblatt 41:48
15. Stephen St. Pierre 42:04
16. Doug Moreshead 42:35
17. Michael Cole 42:48
18. Roger Chesley 43:34
19. John Lindscott 43:48
20. David McIntyre 44:18
21. Paul Guerin 44:38
22, Charles Francis 45:42
23. Larry Rich 47:37
24. Jeanne Dolby* 47:44
25. Robert Baldwin 47:57
26. Clifton Small 49:01
27. Leo Emerson 49:10
28. Scott Haskell 49:43
29. William Prescott 49:57
30. Alfred Dana 51:06
31. John Schneider 52:22
32. Linda Brown* 52:44
33. Nancy Schneider* 53:18
34. Gregorio Fuentes 54:45
35. Brian Howe 58:12
57. Gregory Allen 33:14
58. Lynda Provost 33:30
59. Unknown 34:14
60. Donald Clark 34:15
61. J. Donald Belleville34:27
62. Alan Holbrook 34:53
63. Scott Laliberty 35:23
64. Walter Libby 35:24
65. Alfred Plourde 35:32
66. Sue Rizzola* 36:29
67. Maureen Morris* 36:30
68. Dan Libby 36:34
69. Darrin Sacre 36:38
70. David Roche 36:40
71. Roger Anctil 36:41
72. Bruce Wood 36:42
73. John Chouinard 36:44
74. Robert Harris 36:50
75. William Cote 36:53
76. Earle Simpson Jr. 36:54
77. John Simpson 36:54
78. Geoff Negin 37:37
79. Mary Belleville* 38:22
80. Bob Tifft 38:54
81. James Chick 39:11
S2„ Steve Dunning 39:26
83. Barbara Trafton* 39:32
86 o Eleanor Thayer* 39:33
85. Victor Depiez 39:48
86. *Catherine Morrisette39:53
87. Tamera Grieshaber* 40:22
88. Marcel Poulin 42:41
89. Laura Smith* 42:41
90, Sandra Turotte* 44:45
91. Joanne Label* 45:20
- Results courtesy of Bill
Sayres
Robertson (Un). D - 182-9.
Pole Vault - 1. Palo (NE).
2. Halliday (LTC). 3.
Grant (Un). 4. Kimball (GPAC).
Ht. - 13-0.
Long jump - 1. Dyer (AATC). 2. 
Washburn (BSAC). 3. Graustein 
(LTC). 4. Fortin (LTC). 5.
Knowles (TTC). 6. MacLean (LRAC)
D - 21-3/4.
Triple Jump - 1. Dyer (AATC). 2. 
Valecko (AATC). 3. MacLean (LRAC)
4. McCannell (LRAC). 5. Knowles 
(TTC). 6. Rollins (LTC). D - 44-8.
440 Relay - Won by ATC’s "B” unit.
2. Lakers. 3. Biddeford Rec. 4. 
ATC’s ”A". 5. Ararat. 6. GPAC.
T - 45.3
Mile Run - 1. Fletcher (ATC). 2.
Dexter (ATC). 3. Clapper (ATC). 
4. Ridley (LTC). 5. Hogan (BSAC) 
6. Hardy (LTC). T - 4:24.00
440-1. Dyer (ATC). 2. Williams
(Ararat). 3. Peddie (LTC). 4.
Washburn (BSAC). 5. Condon (ATC)
6. Dunning (GPAC). T - 51.8.
100 - 1. Balia (Unat.) 2. Valente 
(GPAC) 3. Graustein (LTC) 4. Morton 
(AATC) 5. Levesque (LTC) 6. Williams 
(Ararat) T - 10.3
*
HERMON 10 KM ROAD RACE
July 27
- Results from Race Director
*
MAINE AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION 
STATE TRACK AND FIELD CHAMP-
IONSHIPS
Brunswick Aug 2
Men’s Summary:
Javelin - 1. Cochran (LTC). 
2. Pelletier (NE). 3. 
Dawson (LTC). 4. Chesterton 
(LTC). 5. Price (AAS). 6.
120 High Hurdles - 1. Stearns (AATC)
2. Knowles (TTC) 3. Lyons (Ararat)
4. Dyer (AATC) 5. MacLean (LRAC) 6. 
Washburn (LTC) T - 15.0
880-1. Fletcher (AATC) 2. Dexter 
(AATC) 3. Peddle (LTC) 4. Simensky 
(Bidd) 5. Condon (AATC) 6. McKendry 
(LTC) T - 2:00.9
Masters Mile - 1. Crommett (Un) 2.
Cake (AATC) 3. Kelsey (Un) 4. Hill- 
grove (Un) 5. Ries (LTC) 6. Car 11 
(GPAC) T - 4:47.1
Three Mile Run - 1. Clapper (AATC) 2. 
Hogan (BSAC) 3. Daly (AATC) 4. Fletcher 
(AATC) 5. Hardy (LTC) 6. Roy (LRAC)
T - 15:57.2
Two Mile Walk - 1. Johnson (LRAC) 2. 
McCannell (LRAC) 3. LaFreniere (LRAC)
4. Ross (LRAC) 5. J. Albert (LRAC)
6. S. Albert (LRAC) T - 17:29.2
440 Intermediate Hurdles - 1. Knowles 
(TTC) 2. Lyons (Ararat) 3. Wills 
(GPAC) 4. Manzer (AATC) 5. Kimball 
(GPAC) T - 1:01.7
220-1. Graustein (LTC) 2. Martin 
(BR) 3. Elkin (AATC) 4. Morton (AATC)
5. Levesque (LTC) 6. Valecko (AATC)
T - 23.3
3000 Meter Steeplechase - 1. Ridley 
(LTC) 2. Carll (GPAC) 3. Corkery 
(Ararat) 4. Taylor (LRAC) 5. Totten 
(Ararat) 6. Dunning (GPAC) T - 10:32.5
Mile Relay - 1. AATC 2. LTC - "A" 3. 
Biddeford Rec. 4. GPAC 5. LTC - "B"
T - 3:35.00
High Jump - 1. Dyer (AATC) 2. (tie) 
Downer (TTC) and Cowen (Ararat) 4. 
Andrews (Un) 5. Sevey (Unat.) 6. 
Williams (Ararat) Ht. 6-3.
Hammer Throw - 1. Dawson (LTC) 2.
Mason (LTC) 3. Whitney (LTC) 4.
Ross (GPAC) 5. Sherlock (LRAC) 6. 
LeClair (NE) D - 168-9.
Discus - 1. Whitney (LTC) 2. Mason 
(LTC) 3. Dawson (LTC) 4. MacMillan 
(LTC) 5. LeClair (NE) 6. Stevens 
(Un) D - 145-5.
Shot Put - 1. E. Bogdanovich
(Un) 2. Dawson (LTC) 3. Le-
Clair (NE) 4. Mason (LTC) 5. 
demons (BSAC) 6. Whitney 
(LTC) D - 55-2 1/2.
Women's Summary:
High Jump - 1. Robinson (BR)
2. Du four (AATC) 3. Ertha 
(LTC) 4. Harlan (LTC) 5.
Childers (AATC) Ht. 5-0.
Discus - 1. Turbyne (Gilly's)
2. Pingree (LTC) 3. Rich 
(GPAC) 4. Grondin (LRAC) 5. 
Baumer (Una.) 6. Dufresne 
(Una.) D - 143-5. (Meet 
record)
Shot Put - 1. Turbyne (Gilly's)
2. Pingree (LTC) 3. Lukacs 
(LTC) 4. Childers (AATC) 5. 
LeClair (AATC) 6. Partridge 
(LTC) D - 53-7 1/2 (Meet 
record)
Javelin - Pingree (LTC) 2.
Atwell (Un) 3. Redmond (BR)
4. Chesterton (LTC) 5. Dufour 
(AATC) 6. Fournier (Ararat)
D - 135-11.
Long Jump - 1. Martin (GPAC)
2. Childers (AATC) 3. Guerin 
(BR) 4. Morin (Ararat) 5.
Ertha (LTC) 6. Provost (LRAC)
D - 16-7.
Triple Jump - 1. Childers
(AATC) 2. Martin (GPAC) 3. 
Drapeau (BR) 4. Harlan (LTC)
5. Dufour (AATC) 6. Aldust 
(TTC) D - 34-10 (Meet record)
Two Mile - 1. Malone (LTC) 2.
Lewis (Ararat) 3. Fournier 
(Ararat) 4. Hoskins (Ararat)
T - 12:02.4 (Meet record)
440 Relay - 1. Won by Ararat
"A" 2. LTC 3. Ararat "B"
T - 51.3
One Mile Run - 1. Raedle (LTC)
2. Heslam (TTC) 3. Jennings 
(GPAC) 4. Fournier (Ararat)
5. MacMillan (LTC) 6. Spring 
(Un) T - 5:24.1.
440 - 1. Morin (Ararat) 2.
Raedle (LTC) 3. Clement (LRAC)
4. Henderson (TTC) 5. Nilsen 
(LTC) 6. Curry (Ararat) T - 
1:03.4.
100-1. Fiske (LTC) 2. Mathews 
(Ararat) 3. Martin (GPAC) 4.
Cox (LTC) 5. Foley (AATC) 6. 
Provost (LRAC) T - 11.7
100 Hurdles - 1. Heslam (TTC)
2. Childers (AATC) 3. Dineen 
(LTC) 4. Petkus (Ararat) 5. 
Provost (LRAC) 6. Guerin (BR)
T - 16.3
880-1. Dineen (LTC) 2. Dodge 
(LTC) 3. Hickey (MADC) 4. 
Fournier (Ararat) 5. Lewis 
(Ararat) 6. Hoskins (Ararat)
T - 2:24.3
Mile walk - 1. Dupree (LRAC)
2. McCollett (LTC) T - 9:32.00
440 Low Hurdles - 1. Petkus 
(Ararat) 2. Prescott (LTC) 3. 
Clemente (LTC) 4. Eustis (GPAC)
5. Aldus (TTC) 6. Bois (Ararat) 
T - 1:09.5 (Meet record)
220-1. Fiske (LTC) 2. Martin 
(GPAC) 3. Morin (Ararat) 4. 
Fallon (Ararat) 5. Andrews
(GPAC) 6. Drapeau (BR)
T - 26.2.
Mile Relay - 1, Won by Ararat "A"
2. LTC "A" 3. GPAC 4. LTC "B" 5, 
Ararat "B" T - 4:15.8.
- Results courtesy of J. Frank 
Glynn
*
THIRD ANNUAL SPUDLAND NATURAL LIGHT 
MINI-MARATHON
Presque Isle 13.1 Aug 3
79. Phil Thornton 1:36:17
80. Dan Charette 1:3642
81. Faye Gagnon* 1:37:18
82. Tim Sites 1:37:55
83. Bensil Clevette 1:38:13
84. Richard Goodmaster 1:38:29
85. Gehrig Johnson 1:38:35
86. Mark Hinderlie 1:38:37
87. Charles Tucker 1:38:39
88. Nancy Jackson* 1:38:40
89. Brook Merrow 1:38:42
90. Burt Merchant 1:39:09
91. Owen Jackson 1:39:13
92. Michael McKee 1:39:29
93. Wendy Sayres* 1:39:55
94, Lew Wilder 1:40:11
95. Julius Marzel 1:40:28
96. Dr. Philip Boyne 1:40:45
97. George Higgins 1:41:11
98. Glen Bailey 1:41:23
99. James Emery 1:41:35
100. Peter Buckley 1:41:39
101. Larry Mangus 1:41:48
102. Stephen MacDonald 1:41:53
103. Philip R. Brown 1:41:56
104. David Ouellette 1:42:05
105. Quentin Ramsay 1:42:37
106. John Boyne 1:42:45
107. Dawn Pelletier* 1:42:47
108. Hiram Adelman 1:42:48
109. Loren Bailey 1:43:22
110. Jim Buckley 1:43:35
111. Robert Ouellette 1:43:43
112. David Driscoll 1:44:06
113. Bill Green 1:44:17
114. Barbara Hamaluk 1:44:31
115, Frank Kudlicki 1:44:38
116. Rodney Morrison 1:45:02
117. Fred Stone 1:45:23
118. Tim Crowley 1:45:29
119. Don Stoops 1:46:10
120. Dale Bailey 1:46:12
121. Gerald Davis 1:46:22
1. Andy Palmer 1 04 37
2, Peter Pfitzinger 1 04 50
3. Hank Pfifle 1 06 45
4, Jack Fultz 1 08 00
5. Paul Oparovski 1 08 08
6. Bruce Freme 1 09 47
7. Bill Pike 1 09 48
8. Greg Wardwell 1 10 16
9. Robert Everett 1 10 38
10. Dan Paul 1 II 32
11. 0,J. Logue 1 12 02
12. Greg Grondin 1 12 23
13. Steve Carll 1 13 27
14, Jack McDonald 1 15 44
15. Judy St. Hilaire* 1 16 08
16. Paul Libby 1 16 36
17. Lewis Lainey 1 17 24
18, Gary Cochrane 1 18 29
19. Hermon Pelletier 1 19 07
20. Myron Whipkey 1 19 41
21, Tony Prest 1 20 40
22. Bob Coughlin 1 21 13
23. Burton Long 1 21 22
24, Sam Hamilton 1 21 55
25. John Lisnik 1 22 41
26. Steve Porter 1 22 58
27. Joe Bean 1 23 00
28. James Rein 1 23 07
29. Phil Garland 1 23 19
30. Sam Pelletier 1 23 20
31. Ann Sullivan* 1 23 30
32. Matt Nightingale 1 23 36
33. Brian Avery 1 23 36
34. Paul Plissey 1 24 24
35. Dave Plourde 1 24 39
36. Sam Hamilton IV 1 24 57
37. Phil St. Pierre 1 25 13
38, Fred Putnam 1 25 30
39. Bill Gayton 1 25 58
40. Lawrence Whipkey 1 26 28
41. John Palmer 1 26 39
42. Mickey Buckingham 1 26 46
43. Lyaon Jones 1 26 47
44. Mark Bouchard 1 27 27
45. Charles Holt 1 28 00
46. Sandy Cook 1 28 24
47. Dana Prest 1 28 44
48, Chris Everett 1 28 47
49. Larry Gould 1 29 02
50. Phil Marazick 1 29 14
51. John Balicki 1 29 18
52. Ed Rice 1 29 31
53. Bill Sayres 1 29 45
54. Peter Dube 1 30 14
55. Ron Zorn 1 30 20
56. Jerry Sowles 1 30 35
57. Peter Van Gagnon 1 30 39
58. Dan Bondeson 1 31 07
59. David Mangus 1 31 18
60. Frank Lisnik 1 31 22
61. Greg Everett 1 31 28
62. Peter MacDonald 1 32 20
63. David Rand 1 32 24
64. Roseanna Prest* 1 33 16
65. Raymond Giglio 1 33 39
66. Howard Paradis 1 33 48
67. Loren Ritchie 1 33 56
68. Michele Hallett* 1 33 57
69. Dale White 1 33 58
70. Jim D’Arcangelo 1 34 10
71. Ray Cooper 1 34 20
72, Paul Pierson 1 34 37
73. Ken Buten 1 34 45
74. Jane Cyr* 1 34 46
75. James Dufour 1 35 23
76. Barbara Coughlin* 1 35 31
77. Marcia Giglio* 1 36 05
78. Perrin Peterson 1 36 09
Support Maine Running!
Order your Maine Running 
T-Shirt today.
$5.00 plus 
.75 postage 
and handling
Name____________________
Address ________ _
____________  Zip
Size xs s m 1 xl
122. Arthur Frasier 1:46:23
123. Michael Farley 1:46:49
124. Walter Capen 1:46:50
125. James Daigle 1:47:14
126. Scott Barnes 1:47:43
127. Bruce Alexander 1:48:12
128. Frank Esposito 1:48:47
129. Robert Doveno 1:48:58
130. Jim Bishop 1:49:58
131. Daniel Mills 1:50:06
132. Daniel Bueno 1:51:01
133. Francolae Paradis 1:51:32
134. Robert LaPointe 1:51:33
135. Dr. Joseph Heir 1:53:39
136. Maurice Rathbun 1:55:37
137. John Ginty 1:56:41
138. Benlta Qualey 1:57:36
139. Becky Baltzer* 1:57:37
140. Bob Smith 1:58:22
141. Maureen 0’Mara* 1:58:23
142. Stephan Woodman 1:58:53
143. Carol McElwee* 1:59:48
144. Paul Martin 2:01:01
145. Merle Braggs 2:01:43
146. Don Lucas 2:01:44
147. William Davidshofer 2:01:51
148. Judy Duprey* 2:03:00
149. Sam Ouellette 2:04:08
150. George LeBlanc 2:05:39
151. Mark Rains 2:07:08
152. Randy Gauvin 2:08:02
153. Lynn Moirs* 2:08:43
154. Patricia Perry* 2:16:40
155. Chad McPherson 2:20:45
Race Walkers
FIRST ANNUAL SCHWEPPES-RONDO
OPEN TRACK MEET
Bangor Aug 8
Man 18 and under
100-1. Sivik 2. Halliday 3. 
Kettell T - 10.7
220 - 1. Sivik 2. Martin 3.
Blake T - 24.3
440 - 1. Murphy 2. Deering 3. 
Stillings T - 56.7
880-1. White 2. Deering 3. 
Milligan T - 2:08.3
Mile - 1. White 2. Dasch 3.
Mills T - 4:48
120 High Hurdles - 1. Murphy
2. Schaeffer 3. Seekins T - 16.4
Discus - 1. LeClair 2. Khoury,
3. Attean D - 126-10
Long Jump - 1. Chase 2. Halliday
3. Murphy D - 19-1/2
Triple Jump - 1. Chase 2. Kettell
3. Rollins D - 39-6 3/4
High Jump - 1. Atherton 2. Manzer
3. Holyoke H - 5-6
3. Mills T - 16:11.4
Men 19-29
100-1. Burrill 2. McCarthy 3. 
Olson T - 10.9
220-1. Burrill 2. McCarthy 3. 
Wells T - 25.6
440 - 1. Condon 2. Wells 3. 
McCarthy T - 54.2
880 - 1. Galge 2. Giles 3 Higgins 
T - 2:03.6
Mile - 1. Giles 2. Everett 3. Bouchard 
T - 4:33.5
Discus - 1. Dawson 2. Libby D - 158-1/2
Long Jump - 1. Burrill D - 19-2
Triple Jump - 1. Burrill 2. Seekins 
D - 36-1
High Jump - 1. Carter 2. Seekins 
H - 5-6
Javelin - 1. Pelletier 2. Price
3. Dawson D - 183-6
Pole Vault - 1. Burrill H - 8-0
5 Km - 1. Gaige 2. Leonard 3. Giles 
T - 16:02.1
Gary Johnson 
John LaFreniere 
Dick McCannell
2:16:40
2:19:16
2:42:01
. Dr. Charles Serritella2:53:59
Results courtesy of Bob Duprey 
Race Director
Javelin - 1. Budge 2. LeClair 3. 
Attean D - 153-0
Pole Vault - 1. Seekins 2. Martin 
H - 8-6
5 Km - 1. Kozlovich 2. F. Kenny
Men 30-39
100 - 1. Robertson T - 11.5
220 - 1. Robertson T - 27.2
880 - 1. Stuart 2. Howard T - 2:26.9
UDRKSl
Stop Running Around.
For Custom Printed T-Shirts
Call
MAINE
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTERS
51 FRUIT STREET BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
207-942-8404
Many Styles & Colors Available 
Child’s & Adult’s Sizes
Art Service — For Creative Ideas
Let Shirt Works — Work For You
Mile - 1. Remsen 2. Stuart 3. 26. George Well 35:14 14. Wendy Dunham* 6:34
Cormier T - 4:54.3 27. Dennis Morrill 35 22 15. Dawn Vance* 6:35
28. Wayne Hadlock 35 39 16. Alex Gentile 6:36
Discus - 1. Robertson 2. Maley 29. John Blanchard 35 52 17. Chip Gasser 6:40
3. Smith D - 107-5 3/4 30. Pete Forlsham 36 04 18. Steve Hatch 6:47
31. Philip Well 36 16 19. Tim Livingston 6:48
Javelin - 1. Robertson D - 161-5 32. Mark Genesio 36 59. 20. Mat Hatch 6:53
33. Ed Abendroth 37 05 21. Kevin Petrone 6:56
5 Km - 1. Quimby 2. Howard T - 34. Susan Flynn* 37 09 22. Jesse Knight 6:57
17:20.1 35. Jay Childs 37 35 23. Jennifer Wheeler* 7:03
36. Sumner Rupprecht 37 48 24. Robyn Dunham* 7:12
Men 40 and over 37. Bud Barker 38 03 25. Josh Levine 7:13
38. Bill Haggerty 38 15 26. Edwin Mueller 7:20
440-1. Feichtinger T - 65.0 39. Mike Wheeler 38 22 27. Eric Keltz 7:31
40. Lisa Childs* 38 39 28. Jennifer Hatch* 7:47
Mile - Feichtinger Unavailable 41. Mark Rousland 38 51 29. Daniela Koromzay* 7:56
42. Eileen Livingston* 38 54 30. Bryce Gasser 8:00
Women 18 and under 43. Jim Feeney 39 13 31. Neil Keltz 8:50
44. Paul Alpert 39 56 32. Olivia Gentile* 9:22
100-1. Martin 2. C. Sullivan 45. Bruce Keltz 40 01 33. Chris Wright 10:07
3. K. Sullivan T - 12.6 46. Cathy Livingston* 40 11 34. Peter Diller 10:10
47. Phil Upton 40 13 35. Vincent Cardona 10:4.0
220-1. Martin 2. Sullivan 3. 48. Tom Patten 40 18 36. Kristin Petrone 11:05
(tie) Clapper and Hamm T - 49. Bob Kaplan 40 30
28.0 50. Tim Feeney 40 59 - Results courtesy of Kevin McDonald
51. Steve Eastman 41 00 Race Director
440 - 1. Martin 2. Kane 3. 52. Susan Hankins* 41 07
Hamm T - 68.4 53. Tom Courtice 41 13 *
54. Ann Willever* 41 35
880 - 1. A. Johnson 2. Adams 55. Richard Dunham 42 28 SECOND ANNUAL GRAND WILLEY ROAD RACE
3. Kane T - 2:38.6 56. James Malloy 42 33 Ellsworth 10K Aug 9
57. Jerry Levine 42 38 —
Mile - 1. Jennings 2. Johnson 58. Paul Foster 42 52
3. Hamm T - 5:38.0 59. Francine Currier* 43 16 1. Sheldon Booze 32:51.6
60. Beth Pratt* 43 45 2. Gerry Clapper 33:06.4
80 Low Hurdles - 1. Childers 61. Kathleen Burnell* 43 55 3. Robert Everett 33:52.3
2. Johnson T - 12.1 62. Frank Mueller 44 14 4. Thomas J. Leonard 35:13.1
63. Carmen Gentile 44 30 5. Harold Hatch 35:37.8
Shot Put - 1. LeClair 2. Childers 64, Heather Deasy* 44 40 6. Larry Deans 36:17.4
3. Johnson D - 35-10 65. Jane Good* 44 46 7. Jim Boynton 36:20.9
66. Cathy Hazelton* 45 17 8. Jay Corrin 36:23.2
Long Jump - 1. Childers 2. Martin 67. Barbara Tindal* 45 42 9. Deke Talbot 36:31.8
3. Kane D - 15-4 68. Brad Borden 45 48 10. Steve Frederick 37:08.8
69. Rick Christman 45 50 11. Scott Bell 37:31.8
Triple Jump - 1. Childers 2. 70. Lucille Paoletti* 45 58 12. Gary Dawson 37:38.1
Martin D 33-10 71. Rob Hampstead 46 17 13. Phil St. Pierre 37:40.1
72, Andrew Kinross 46 21 14. Peter Swanson 37:52.6
High Jump - 1. Childers 2. Wood 73. Sara Biewen* 47 02 15. Mark Beede 38:08.1
3. Johnson H - 4-6 74. Herb Adams 47 54 16. Richard Lamoureux 38:37.3
75. Art McVane 48 10 17. Harry Nelson 38:49.2
Javelin - 1. A. Johnson 2. LeClair 76. Paul Krinsky 48 23 18. Jim Dasch 38:50.9
3. Johnson D - 95-8 77, Karen Cummings* 48 27 19. Chuck Holt 38:55.5
78. Charles Mann 49 09 20. Jon Wescott 38:56.2
Women 19-29 79. Mary Adams* 49 17 21. Darren Billings 39:05.3
80. Meredith Trice* 49 47 22. Dick Hudson 39:08.6
220 - 1. Seavey T 40.2 81. Diane Willmott* 50 06 23. M. Worcester 39:23.1
82. Sandra Willmott* 50 06 24. Joseph Clapper 39:24.9
Media Mile 83. Roy Kittredge 52 44 25. Richard Smith 39:29.0
84. Dale Fochler 52 47 26. Brian White 39:32.2
Ed Rice 85, Stuart Lazarus 53 06 27. Chris Everett 39:36.4
86. Sheila McCluvy* 53 22 28. Jonathan Beverly 39:38.0
- Results from Kevin Dyer/Bob Booker 87. Ellen Finn* 53 50 29. Dennis Harmon 39:47.6
Meet Directors 88. Dave Raysford 54 15 30. Richie Packie 39:49.2
89, Cindy Porter* 55 27 31. Larry Allen 39:57.6
* 90, Nancy Davison* 55 55 32. Gary Wright 40:01.9
91. Cindy Dunham* 56 05 33. David Cunio 40:03.6
LOVELL ROAD RACE 92. Jo Ann Diller 56 07 34. Gary Googins 40:06.4
5.1 Aug 9 93. Kathleen Petrone* 57 28 35. Ken Mackie 40:08.5
—— 94. Charles Wiswell 58 38 36. Cliff Hatfield 40:14.3
95. Deb Allen* 64 03 37. Steve Hawes 40:18.1
1. Mark Kimball 27:51 96. Ryan Edwards 64 49 38. Chris Holt 40:19.2
2. Dan Barker 27:57 97. Lisa Rice* 64 52 39. Jonathan Gates 40:31.0
3. Werner Pobatschwig 28:20 98, David Brown 65 35 40. Greg Everett 40:39.8
4. Larry Greer 28:51 99, Corey Lyons 68 14 41. Harold Henderson 40:52.4
5. Paul Sullivan 29:10 100. Walter Leland 68 44 42. Robert Booker 40:55.7
6. Bill Hine 30:07 101, Jasan Cate 68 45 43. Brad Schmidt 41:03.2
7. Kevin McDonald 30:08 102. Brian Thompson 70 45 44. Kyle Rankin 41:10.5
8. Charlie Pratt 30:38 103. Michelle Hanson* 70 52 45. Ed Rice 41:13.0
9. Seth Wigdor 30:44 104, Linda Williams* 70 55 46. Robin Emery* 41:15.1
10. Dennis Smith 30:59 47. Ralph Miller 41:20.4
11. John Hankins 31:32 1 Mile Race 48. Robert Gaboury 41:43.4
12. Harvey Rohde 31:59 49. Bill Beardsley 42:07.4
13. Eric Wetlaufer 32:30 1. Erik Dunham 5: 07 50. Ben Taylor 42:22.5
14. Bernie Livingston 32:40 2. Sean Livingston 5: 16 51. Rick Davis 42:22.8
15. Harold Smith 32:54 3. Kevin Leighton 5: 18 52. David Mangus 42:24.5
16. Sara Sundborg* 33:05 4. Alex Dalzell 5: 35 53. Jamilyn Dunn* 42:37.4
17. John Atwood 33:24 5. Kathy Donnelly* 5: 36 54. Dan Rankin 42:41.5
18. John Gasser 33:30 6. Steve Bennett 5: 43 55. Burton Haggett 43:00.6
19. Unknown 7. Terry Livingston 5: 48 56. Ronald Rickman 43:06.0
20. Ed Suffern 34:11 8. Tara Feeney 5: 49 57. Beaver Bromley 43:35.0
21. Rich Hill 34:29 9. David Mann 5: 58 58. Al Michelson 43:38.3
22. Jeoff Kelly 34:34 10. John Donnelly 5: 59 59. Gil Roderick 43:49.2
23. Lionel Pelletier 34:45 11. Mike Wheeler 6: 03 60. Steve Smith 44:04.2
24. John Daugherty 35:00 12. Jon Graham 6: 29 61. Kevin White 44:17.5
25. Gerard Pastner 35:13 13. Kim Riggins* 6: 33 62. Carl Howard 45:21.1
63. Charles Nichols 44:42.7 158, Robert McCormick 57;54.3 61. Richard Goodmaster 1:54:07.4
64. Paul Connor 44:49.9 159, Eleanor Wright* 57:59.6 62. Charles Francis 1:54:48.3
65. Kan Shaa 44:50.2 160, Peter Curran 58:09.5 63. John Archambault 1:55.42.2
66. Nika Russ 44:57.5 161. Leona Clapper* 58:13.3 64. Michael Bassl 1:55:42.5
67. J. Wood 44:59.0 162, Kate Brady* 58:13.7 65. Art Seeklns 1:56:18.1
68. Andrea Hatch* 45:11.2 163. Martha McGilpln* 58:30.7 66. Tom Williams 1:56:55.2
69. Geoff Manifold 45:29.1 164. Gerald Svett 58:31.2 67. Dick Spicer 1:57:15.5
70. David Allay 45:32.2 165. Dorothy Stockard* 58:35.3 68. Bill Green 1:57:46.8
71. Tony Beardsly 45:35.2 166. Jane Coffin* 58:43.5 69. Erik Jensen 1:59:15.3
72. Ban Salth 45:41.8 167, Theresa Walls* 59:33.7 70. Cindy Lowry* 1:59:34.9
73. George Maguire 45:44.3 168, Charles Clapper 59:59.6 71. Kris Ryan 2:00:35.4
74. Pater Reilly 45:52.5 169. Chris Nesiba 1:00:05.1 72. Miguel Muniz 2:02:36.1
75. Russell Vhlte 45:54.1 170. Ed O'Connell 1:00:17.3 73. Marc Chretien 2:03:12.9
76. Tony Aaan 45:54.8 171. Lane Busvell 1:00:44.7 74. Jeannette Laplante* 2:03:44.9
77. William Plnkhaa 46:11.2 172, Paul Frans 1:01:14.6 75. Marie Johnson* 2:20:00.8
78. Diane Lounder* 46:11.8 173. Gall Bromley* 1:01:15.0 76. Bill Whitten 2:20:01.0
79. Andrew Haslaa 46:20.2 174, David Zaslav 1:03:08.9 77. John Holyoke 2:28:23.0
80. Lone Wright* 46:23.5 175, Barbara Peppey* 1:04:23.7 Jeff Brochu 2:28:23.0
81. Hyla John Tracy 46:23.8 176, Betsey Moore* 1:05:01.4 79. Nancy Schneider 2:29:05.7
82. Bob Milliken 46:30.3 177. Marie Macy* 1:05:10.1 80. Peter Curran 2:31:20.3
83. Carl Toapklns 46:36.1 178. Peter Everett 1:05:48.7 81. Paul Elkin 2:31:55.7
84. Charles Francis 46:40.0 179. Danielle Kane* 1:06:13.3 Harley Knowles 2:31:55.7
85. David O’ Connell 46:40.8 180. P. Maguire 1:07:17,2
86. David Krause 46:43.8 181. Unknown 1:07:58.6 - Results courtesy of Tom Coyne
87. Dennis Bates 46:56.0 182, Unknown 1:08:17.6 Race: Director
88. Steve St. Reiss 46:56.3
89. Paul Guerin 47:00.4 - Results from Steve Coffin *
90. Mike McDevitt 47:04.2 Race Director
91. Geoffrey Wright 47:04.5
92. Bruce Kelley 47:06.2 *
93. Gordon Young, Jr. 47:13.2
94. Lawrence Rich 47:28.5 1980 MAD WITCH MIDI MARATHON
95. Thomas Mapleton 47:31.6 Brewer 15.2 Miles Aug 16
47:32.17w« wdlllwULU
97. John O'Dee 47:45.8
98. Allston Beal 47:59.9 1. Greg Wardwell 1:22:31.9
99. Chris Ryan 48:04.8 2. Ralph Thomas 1:27:32.6
100. Bill Green 48:05.2 3. Steve Giles 1:27:55.9
101. Terrence Cousins 48:05.5 4. Dick Fournier 1:28:25.2
102. John Guarmo 48:06.4 5. Bob Everett 1:29:01.7
103. Billy Whitmore 48:20.8 6. Steve Dexter 1:29:43.0
104. Edward Raymaker 48:35.3 7. Paul Libby 1:30:29.2
105. Gary Wright 48:39.4 8. Gary Quimby 1:30:53.4
106. Katherine Brieger* 48:50.7 9. Steve Dunlap 1:32:49.8
107. Erik Miller 48:55,3 10. John Condon 1:33:29.4
108. Bernard Ross 48:58.2 11. Larry LaVasseur 1:34:03.1
109. Leon Goldstein 49:04.8 12. Alan Gray 1:34:35.2
110, Stephen Belden 49:08.3 13. John Mills 1:36:13.2
111. Richard Neuman 49:21.4 14. Bob Snow 1:36:36.0
112. Kelly Reynolds* * 49:40.6 15. Doug Craib 1:37:14.4
113. J.R. Maguire 49:44.7 16. Darrell Seekins 1:38:49.2
114. James Penderglst 50:34.8 17. Ed Rice 1:38:52.1
115. Kevin Bauersfeld 51:05.1 18. Ray Quimby 1:38:55.9
116. Mlchgela Kane* 51:09.4 19. Skip Howard 1:39:33.9
117. Lisa McGraw* 51:10.3 20. Larry Bridges 1:39:40.7
118. Benjamin Thomas 51:30.2 21. Smlggle Groat 1:39:49.5
119. Jeanette LaPlante* 51:56.7 22. Oskar Feichtinger 1:39:56.2
120. Wayne Holden 52:01.3 23. David Torrey 1:40:11.0
121. Phil St. Pierre 52:08.6 24. Steve Cox 1:40:12.6
122. Stephen Dillon 52:45.4 25. Cliff Hatfield 1:40:12.8
123. Clark Brewer 53:14.8 26. Robert Booker 1:40:31.9
124. Beth Adams* 53:16.4 Gary Coyne 1:40:31.9
125. Lynne Cooper* 53:29.6 28. Fergus Kenny 1:40:39.2
126. Kathryn Kampen* 53:30.7 29, Glenn Holyoke 1:41:37.4
127. Theodore Cohn 53:31.5 Glendon Rand 1:41:37.4
128. Jean Goldflne* 53:41.2 31. Al Banfield 1:41:47.5
129. Catherine Brewer* 53:55.8 32. John Frachella 1:41:47.7
130. Alfred Dana 54:10.4 33. Vern Lewis 1:42:27.8
131. Pam Tlnto* 54:12.9 34. Ted Wallace 1:42:55.7
132. Beth Hatch* 54:20.3 35. Dave Dunlap 1:43:10.2
133. Kenneth Sawyer 54:50.4 36. Bob Gaboury 1:43:16.8
134. Susan Steele* 54:56.2 37. Steve Rowe 1:43:34.4
135. Penny Schenk* 55:01.4 38. Rick Demons 1:43:35.7
136, David Austin 55:03.4 39. Larry Barker 1:43:39.1
137. Susan Blaisdell* 55:06.2 40. Robin Emery* 1:43:49.0
138. Anne Norton* 55:08.4 41. Bill Beardsley 1:44:00.4
139. John Clifford 55:14.9 42. Carlton Mendell 1:44:08.4
140. Sarah Hatch* 55:30.0 43. Carol Roy* 1:44:52.3
141. Pauline Chambers* 55:36.5 44. Bill Sayres 1:45:17.6
142. Annette Hatch* 55:36.8 45. Vaughn Holyoke 1:45:26.8
143. Lynn Zanchi* 55:57.2 46. John Field 1:46:55.8
144. Erik Mattson 56:03.6 47. Charles Nichols 1:48:55.0
145. Robert Carroll 56:10.7 48. Loren Ritchie 1:48:57.0
146. Silas Coffin 56:11.1 49. Gil Roderick 1:49:07.3
147. Lisa Haney* 56:14.6 50. Larry Lunn 1:49:09.3
148. Jack Macy 56:28.2 51. Ron Burrows 1:49:27.5
149. Mike Wright 56:29.9 52. Tom Mulvey 1:50:00.9
150. David Brenton 56:42.4 53. Carl Sanborn 1:50:01.2
15|. Lance Hicks 57:10.8 54. Fred Wheeler 1:50:33.4
152. Patricia King* 57:19.7 55. Steve Swendells 1:50:42.4
153. Phyllis Havens* 57:29.3 56. Dave Scholefield 1:51:06.5
154. Diane DiGirolano* 57:33.7 57. Bruce Barr 1:51:58.4
155. Alfred Bourgoin 57:35.9 58. Bill Seekins 1:52:09.5
156. Theresa Kelley* 57:47.0 59. Jim Kingsbury 1:52:27.0
157. Janyce Boynton* 57:47,4 60. Alton War 1:53:33.3
Maine Running is published 
monthly in Bangor. The 
deadline for printed material 
is the 15th of the month.
Race directors can submit 
applications as late as 
the 21st. Send $15.00 and 
500 applications to the 
address on the title page.
The rate will increase in 
the October issue because 
of the added expense of 
producing a much larger 
publication.
If you have any questions 
please do not hesitate to 
dial 843-6262 and ask.
Ellsworth, Maine
The Ellsworth Area Chamber of Commerce Presents 
The State Championship Twenty Kilometer Road Race
Thousands of dollars worth of prizes will be given away in nine age groups as well as open 
and team categories!
First place finisher will win an all expenses paid trip to Quebec!
Come to Ellsworth October 4th and run in the state championship 20K road race over a 
beautiful and demanding course.
Come see the Rowdies, Musturds, Maine Track Club, Androscoggin Harriers, Central 
Maine Striders and other teams come head to head in team competition!
The race is sanctioned by the Road Runners Club of America and Running Programs 
of Maine.
Bob Booker is the race director along with technical help from Robin Emery, Steve 
Coffin and Jack Trefethen.
Come discover the Ellsworth area, the fine lodging and dining and downeast hospitality.
Write for more information to
the Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce:
P.O. Box 267, Ellsworth, Maine 04605, (207) 667-5584.
The Autumn Gold 
20 Kilometers 
Ellsworth, Maine 
Road Race
Official
Entry
Form
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, my heirs and assigns 
hereby waive and release any and all rights and claims I may have against the 
sponsor of this race. Entry materials will be sent to address given below.
Name______________________________ Street_______________________________
City___________________ State____________________Zip____________________
Date of Birth_________________ Male_________________ Female_________________
Signature_________________________________________________________________
Mail this form plus the $3.50 pre-registration Entry Fee (registration fee on day of race 
is $4.00) payable to The Ellsworth Chamber of Commerce, P.O. Box 267, Ellsworth, 
Maine 04605, (207) 667-5584.
James Bailey" Co.
M Sfwifo"
7^cylnniial
Cross Counfry Run 80
Come and run a real cross-country race, over wood trails, grass 
and paved road. Course allows spectators to view the runners at 
many points along the way.
5 miles, wheeX mcaiu/ted, September 28, 1980 at 1:00 p.m. at Hill 
Gymnasium, University of Maine, Gorham, Maine.
Entry Fee: $2.00 received prior to September 26, 1980
Post Entries: $3.00 (10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.) - Day of the Race.
In Conjunction with the Maine Track Club
Free T-Shirts for all finishers
MEN’S OPEN: WOMEN’S OPEN:
1st - Choice of Shoes
2nd - $15.00 Gift Certificate 1st - Choice of Shoes
3rd - $15.00 it ii 2nd - $15.00 Gift Certificate
4th - $10.00 ii ti 3rd - $10.00
it ii
5th - $10.00 it ii WOMEN - 30-0ver:
MEN - 30-39: 1st - $15.00 Gift Certificate
1st - $15.00 Gift Certificate
2nd - $10.00 ii n
2nd - $10.00 it ii WOMEN - 40-0ver:
3rd - $10.00 ti ii
1st - $10.00 Gift Certificate
MEN - 40-49: 2nd - $ 5.00 it II
1st - $10.00 Gift Certificate 15 AND UNDER: Male & Female
2nd - $ 5.00 it ii
3rd - $ 5.00 it n 1st - $10.00 Gift Certificate
MEN - 50-0ver 1st PLACE CLUB
iropnies
1st - $10.00 Gift Certificate 2nd PLACE CLUB
PREVIOUS WINNERS: Course record - 25:49 (Mike Buckley)
Mike Buckley 
Chris Chambers 
Gene Coffin
Ken Flanders 
Lou Panaccione 
Ralph Thomas
T-SHIRT SIZE - Men's S M L XL 
(Circle One)
NAME
MWaagggaaia
Saturday, September 27 
Kingfield, ME
1979 Results 
Bob Hodge — 29:11 
Joan Benoit — 33:56
Kodak Ektralite IO CAX 
Official Camera 
of the
Kingfield 10K
Athletic Attic, Sugarloaf Area Association, 
Peter Webber's Ski Shops 
and Kingfield Savings Bank 
Present 
Kingfield 10K
This year we are presenting another high quality race. A later 
race date puts us into the middle of the fall foliage season, a 
beautiful time in the Sugarloaf area and the Western Mountains 
of Maine. ’A race in this resort area offers runners the 
opportunity to take mini running vacation at a low price. Three 
additional features are the Sugarloaf Area Association's 
annual Fall Foliage Art Show in the Sugarloaf/USA Baselodge, 
the scenic gondola ride to the summit of Sugarloaf Mountain, 
and a running clinic sponsored by New Balance featuring 
movies and lectures by Vinnie Fleming and Scott Graham. This 
free clinic will be held at Peter Webber's Sugarloaf Inn 
following breakfast at 10:00 am.
A number of outstanding runners have been invited to the 
Kingfield 10K. It is our intention to provide Maine runners with 
a high calibre race, run efficiently. Several sponsors deserve 
credit for making their race possible — Athletic Attic of Bangor 
& Auburn, Kingfield Savings Bank, Peter Webber's Sport Shop 
of Waterville, the Sugarloaf Inn, and the Sugarloaf Area 
Association.
Bring the whole family and enjoy a good race and the beautiful 
Sugarloaf area. For more information, contact:
Chip Carey - Kingfield 10K 
Kingfield, ME 04947
207-265-2273 (home) or 207-237-2000 (work)
The following is an editorial describing last year's Kingfield 10K.
Undoubtedly, there have been a number of good quality 
road races which have taken place this season and I regret that I 
could not attend them all and thus give them the credit that they 
deserve in writing. The Kingfield lOKilometer Road Race on 
Sept. 1st turned out to be the perfect race to end the summer or 
start the fall, whichever approach you choose. It was a well- 
publicized race, and promised a lot of quality. I think that those 
who attended would agree that the quality was there. It seemed 
like the tiny town of Kingfield awoke on this one day to view what 
was probably the most activity they'd seen in years. The local 
friendliness of this country town certainly was evident. The 
people who assisted at the registration tables (local color, I 
presume) were extremely courteous and helpful in giving you all 
the information you needed.
Getting to the real nuts and bolts of the race, there were 
several things worth mentioning. I'll begin with the start. The 
wheel-measured course took us on a one-mile loop through 
town (slightly rolling) and then passed the 1-mile mark in the 
center of town just a few yards from the starting point. There, a 
large crowd spurred everyone on. As we ran by, hearing our 
mile times read off, we started on an out-and-back course 
which was almost all flat and completely free of vehicles. There 
were two small hills, just enough to give us hill lovers a chance to 
catch some of the speedsters. Although I'm not particularly 
excited about out-and-back courses, I will agree with director 
Chip Carey that it gave you a chance to see some of the high 
calibre runners returning in the opposite direction. When 
nearing the turn-around point, I could see Bob Hodge churning 
towards me with at least a 250 yard lead on the second runner. I 
studied his face carefully and was pleased to see that he, too, 
was straining a little, even in this solo effort. Well, virtually no 
one could run 29:11 without a little discomfort.
Many people with whom I talked after the race had set 
personal records at the 10,000 meter distance, myself included, 
so the course has got to be one of the swiftest in the state. The 
fast times were not just the results of an agreeable course, but 
because we were by now, after a summer of hot running, 
capable of handling the heat, and the sun was quite strong on 
this particular day.
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Serving Maine Runners
We like being part 
of the Kingfield 10K
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For reservations, call or write: 
Peter Webber’s Sugarloaf Inn 
Kingfield, ME 04947, 207-237-2701
Keenan Auction Co.'s
LEE Factory Outlet Store
Downtown Kingfield on the Comer
On the course 
in downtown 
Kingfield
One important thing to know toward the end of a race, is just 
exactly how far you have to go. There was a huge banner strung 
above the road at the finish line which could be viewed from a 
good half-mile distant. There was a big crowd in the final yards 
(which were nicely rope off) and as each runner passed into the 
chute, director Chip Carey would announce their name. You 
immediately got your place and time and plenty of water was 
right in.front of you even before you were out of the chute. 
Someone stood by with a hose, and several people took a little 
on the outside, too, well appreciated.
At the post-race gathering with a picnic-like atmosphere, 
you could sense that everyone there was in good spirits, a 
feeling that generates from a well-conducted race. There was a 
barbecue set up and there seemed to be more than enough cold
refreshments. Joan Benoit was the MC which I think was right in 
place. Within an hour, printed results of the 232 finishers were 
being handed out to everyone. Few races can provide this kind 
of prompt feedback, but when it does occur, the runners go 
home happy, for sure.
One of the things which the race director had promised, was 
that this would be an event where you could run in a manageable 
field, yet with several nationally ranked runners. Not only was 
this the case, but the rural location made what a country-boy 
editor feels is the ideal setting for a race — clean air, no traffic, 
friendly people and no horns blowing.
Chip Carey and his well instructed crew definitely put 
Kingfield on the road racers map and his event could very easily 
become one of the major events of the year.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS DETAILS
Friday, Sept. 26 
Saturday, Sept. 27
8:30 - 10:45 am 
11:00 am 
Post Race 
1:00 pm 
9:00 pm 
All Day
Sunday, Sept. 28 
8:00 - 10:00 am 
10:00 am
Check-in at lodges; pre-race dinner at Tufulio's
Registration at Kingfield Savings Bank 
Kingfield 10K
Friendly Gathering (with free refreshments) 
Awards Ceremony 
Partying at the Red Stallion 
Sugarloaf Fall Foliage Art Show
Breakfast at Sugarloaf Inn
New Balance Running Clinic, with Vinnie Fleming 
and Scott Graham.
Gondola rides both days 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, weather permitting.
Course Records: Bob Hodge 29:11 1979; Joan Benoit 33:56 1979
Registration: 8:30 - 10:45 am race day at Kingfield Savings Bank.
By mail, use form on back cover.
Course Description: 10 Kilometer (6.2 miles) course on paved town roads, 70% 
flat, 30% slightly rolling terrain, scenic, one loop, then out and back.
Prize Categories: Male & Female — 14 & under, 15 to 19, 20 to 29, 30 to 39, Open 
& Masters; 1st Club, 1st three local residents.
Prizes: Slate & Pewter Plaques (top 3 finishers in each category), over 75 raffle gift 
certificates (save bib) including New Balance Running Shoes, lift tickets to 
Sugarloaf/USA, Ray-Ban Amber Sunglasses, & Kodak Ektralite 10 cameras.
Entry Fee: $4.00 includes T-shirt or singlet to first 400 registrations, free 
refreshments and entertainment after race (save bib). Make check 
payable to Kingfield 10K. Mail to Chip Carey, Kingfield 10K, 
Kingfield, ME 04947.
Splits: 1 and 5 miles. Water at 4 miles, more if hot. Hoses along course if 
extremely hot.
Clinic: New Balance sponsored free clinic at 10:00 am at Sugarloaf Inn 
(Breakfast being served from 8:00 am on.).
Lodging: Sugarloaf Inn, $29.95 includes two nights lodging, 1 dinner, 1 regular 
breakfast, one light breakfast (race day). Call (207) 237-2701 for reservations. 
Call Sugarloaf Reservations (207) 237)2861 for one-call reservations for the 
entire Sugarloaf area.
Showers: Kingfield's new elementary school.
Pre-Race Dinner: Tufulio's Italian Restaurant & Saloon. Friday night (5:30 -10:00).
In Caruhassetts Valley Crossing
Want to Carbohy-
drate Overload? 
Come to Tufulio’s 
for the official pre-
race dinner on Fri-
day night from 5:30 
to 10 pm for the 
best pasta around. 
Or, just enjoy your 
favorite beverage 
from 4 to 1 am and 
some topnotch en-
tertainment, too.
Welcome
Runners
LUMBER COMPANY
mountainsjde 
iT estate
in the baselodge at Sugarloaf/USA, exclusive realtor 
for Sugarloaf Mountain Corporation. Offering condo-
miniums, vacation homes, home sites, woodlands, 
farms, and commercial properties from Farmington 
to Eustis, and unique real estate throughout Maine.
CONTACT: C. Susan Mason, Sugarloaf/USA, 
Kingfield, Maine 04947, or call collect, 207-237-2100
6ALWCE
WE’RE WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.
SUGARLOAF AREA 
ASSOCIATION
While you’re here, be sure to visit our 
Fall Foliage Art Show 
in the Baselodge at Sugarloaf/USA.
newbdance
athletic
shoes
usa
Running Clothing
adidas
Serving Central Maine Runners
A complete Sporting Goods Store. 
Happy to be a sponsor of 
the Kingfield 10 K
52 Main St. 
Waterville, Me.
Keeping In Step 
With Your 
Banking Needs
We’re proud to sponsor 
the Kingfield 10K
Kingfield Savings...You Can Bank On It! 
265-2181
SAVINGS BANK
KINGFIELD, MAINE 04947 
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
ENTRY FORM KINGFIELD 1 OK Saturday, September 27, 1980
11:00 am
(Please Print) Kingfield, Maine
NAME:_________________________________________________ ADDRESS:_________________________________________________
RACING IN WHAT CLASS: Open or Age Group (circle) AGE:______________ MALE:____________ FEMALE:__________
CLUB:_________________________________________________
PREVIOUS BEST RACE: Name__________________________ Place ____________________ Time __________ Distance________
SHIRT SIZE: Small __________ Medium ________ Large __________
In consideration of your accepting this entry, I, intending to be legally bound, hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release any and a. s and
claims or damages I may have against any sponsor, their representatives, successors, and assigns for any and all injuries suffered by me at said race.
Your Signature:
Parent's Signature:
Mail to: Chip Carey (for runners under 18)
Kingfield 10K 
Kingfield, Maine 04947
__ /
5 KILOMETER ROAD RACE 
SUNDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 
1:00 P.M.
CASTINE, ME
REGISTRATION: MARITIME ACADEMY FIELDHOUSE, 12:00-12:45 
COURSE: ROLLING, 5k LOOP, PAVED ROADS 
FACILITIES: RESTROOMS AND SHOWERS
ENTRY FEE: $1.00 (CHECKS PAYABLE TO NROTC RECREATION FUND) 
INFORMATION: LT DAN WHEELER, NROTCU MMA, CASTINE, ME 04421
PHONE 326-4311 EXTENSION 237
AWARD CATEGORIES: UNDER 18, 18-25,26-35, OVER 35; MALE&FEMALE.
„ A MEMBER TEAMS 
TSHIRTS: $3.75
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM - EAGLE RUN 5K ROAD RACE
NAME:___________________ __________________ AG E________
ADDRESS:___________________________________ SEX________
____________________________________________ TEAM______________________
FOR TSHIRT ADD $3.75 AND INDICATE SIZE _______
IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTING THIS ENTRY, I, INTENDING 
TO BE LEGALLY BOUND, HEREBY FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, EXECUTORS 
AND ADMINISTRATORS, WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL RIGHTS AND 
CLAIMS OR DAMAGES I MAY HAVE AGAINST ANY SPONSOR, THEIR REP-
RESENTATIVES, SUCCESSORS, AND ASSIGNS FOR ANY AND ALL INJUR-
IES SUFFERED BY ME AT SAID RACE.
SIGNATURE._ _______________________________
parent 's SIGNATURE IF UNDER 18____________ _____
2nd ANNUAL 
PEOPLES BANK 
ROAD RACE
10,000 METER (6.2 MILES) WHEEL MEASURED COURSE
BENEFIT:
OFFICIAL RADIO STATION: 
WHEN: J
REGISTRATION:
COURSE:
RACE DIRECTORS:
FACILITIES:
AWARDS CEREMONIES: 
AWARDS:
Men’s Open - Top 20 Positions*
30-34 - First Ten
35-39- First Ten
40-44 - First Five
45-49 - First Five
Over 50 - First Five
*First 5 Open Winners receive gift certificates.
1st Prize: $125.00 gift certificate.
Winners 6-20 will receive trophies.
14 and under Male & Female - First Three Finishers 
Youngest Finisher Male & Female 
Oldest Finisher
First Peoples Bank Employee
Best Father & Son Combined Time
United Way of Androscoggin County
WBLM
Sunday, September 14,1980 10 a.m. (rain or shine)
City Parking Lot, corner of Ash and Park, Lewiston, Maine
8:15 a.m. -9:45 a.ra.
Pre-registration $3.00, $4.00 Race Day. T-Shirts FIRST 400 
registrants
Maps available on Race Day. Splits at 1 and 3.1 miles. Water at 3.1 
miles. Electronic finish. Held in cooperation with the Maine Track 
Club
Rick K. Strout 784-2981 Business 
829-3216 Home
Brian Gillespie 772-3617
Rest rooms only
11:15a.m.
Women’s Open - Top Ten Positions*
30-39 - First Five
40-49 - First Five
Over 50 - First Three
*First 4 Open Winners will receive gift certificates.
1st Prize: $100.00 gift certificate.
Winners 5 -10 will receive trophies.
Best Mother & Daughter Combined Time 
First Three United Way Volunteers 
Bates College Students - First Five 
Lewiston-Auburn High School Students - First Three 
Prize for Positions -100,200,300 
Plus Other Prize Drawings
REGISTRATION
2nd Annual Peoples Savings Bank Road Race
Name (please print) Age Sex Telephone
Address
□ Check here if Lewiston-Auburn High School Student □ Check here if Bates College Student □ Check here if Father-Son Participant
Father’s Name
Son’s Name
□ Check here if Mother-Daughter Participant
In consideration of Peoples Savings Bank permitting me to participate in the Peoples 
Bank Road Race, I hereby for myself, my heirs, administrators, and assigns waive and 
release any and all rights and claims of any nature that I may have against Peoples Bank 
and any organization connected with this event, their representatives, successors, and 
assigns for any and all injuries or damages of any nature which I may suffer while taking 
part in my activities connected with the event.
Mother’s Name
Daughter’s Name
Proceeds to Benefit United
Signature of Participant (If under 18, must be signed by parent or guardian) 
Make check payable to Peoples Savings Bank 
Mail to: RICK STROUT, Peoples Bank,
140 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240
/ of Androscoqqin County
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL 
2nd Annual Auxilliary
5K BLUEBERRY RUN
DATE : Saturday, September 13, 1980
WHERE : ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL (Parking Lot)
297 Center Street 
Bangor, Maine
DISTANCE : 5 Kilometers (3.1 miles)
TIME : 9:00 A.M.
ENTRY FEE: $3.75 - Registration & T-Shirts - Registration without T-Shirts - $2.00 
Make checks payable to: St. Joseph Hosp., Employee Activity Committee
c/o Mark Surber
PRE-REGISTRATION & REGISTRATION: 8:00 A.M.
T-SHIRT TO THE FIRST 180 ENTRANTS
RIBBONS WILL BE AWARDED IN THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:
1st - 3rd Men’s Open
1st - 3rd Women's. Open
1st - 3rd Men’s Master’s Over 40
1st - 3rd Women’s Master’s Over 40
Youngest Finisher
Oldest Finisher
1st - 3rd Boys & Girls (10 & under) 
1st - 3rd Boys (11 to 18)
1st - 3rd Girls (11 to 18)
1st - 3rd St. Joseph Employee (Men) 
1st - 3rd St. Joseph Employee (Women)
FEATURES: One Aid Station At Midway Point (Includes Time)
Finish Time
Pancake Breakfast: $2.00 - 8:00 A.M.-11:00 A.M.
Blueberry Fair In Hospital Parking Lot Following Run - Bring The Family
Proceeds From The Run Will Be Used For The Renovation Of The Intensive Care Unit.
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
IN CONSIDERATION OF THIS ENTRY BEING ACCEPTED, I FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, AND ASSIGNS HEREBY 
WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL RIGHTS AND CLAIMS I MAY HAVE AGAINST THE SPONSORS OF THIS 
RACE.
NAME____________________________________ ADDRESS_______________________________________M_______ F_______
AGE_______ DIVISION ENTERING__________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE_____________________________________________ SIZE S M L XL
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN FOR THOSE UNDER 18
IS 
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Is Your Collection Complete?
Make sure you have all 
issues of Maine Running.
If you missed reading of 
the Rowdie Ultra or Ber-
muda, you mustn’t have the 
March and April issues.
Did you read of Norma 
«■ mitton’s first race or
Ed Rices’s trip to Boston? 
How about Lake Waramaug?
If not get the May, June, 
and July issues and catch 
up.
Send $1.00 each to:
Maine Running 
P.O. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me.
Want to spend your ad 
dollars wisely? Put 
an ad in Maine Running.
Ask the people at the 
Maine Shirt Works or 
the Ski Rack about the 
results.
1/4 page is $10 a month 
1/2 page is $17
a full interior page 
goes for a mere $32
while the inside covers 
(front and back) sell 
for $50.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MAINE RUNNING?
If you want to subscribe to Maine 
Running simply detach the postcard 
below and mail it (150 stamp) with 
your complete address to:
Maine Running 
PO Box 259
E. Holden, Me. 04429
When you receive your first issue in 
the mail, dash off a 10 dollar check 
to the address above and you will 
automatically receive 11 more issues
«««»«**«««*««•««**#««
Yes, I simply can not live another day with 
out having a yearly subscription to Maine 
Running Magazine. Make haste in forwarding 
an issue to:
Name:________________________________
Address:____________________________
The Attic is there with you.
This month we will be at the 
Bangor Labor Day Road Race and 
at Kingfield for the second 
annual 10K race.
Congratulations to Kevin Dyer 
and his Athletic Attic Track 
Club on winning the Maine Amateur 
Athletic Union State Track and 
Field Championship.
Kevin was once again the recipient 
of the Don Peverada Award as the 
meets number one male competitor.
Plaudits are also due Ann Turbyne 
in being named the meets outstanding 
competitor. Ann won the Tom Sharpe 
Award.
' ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
Place
Stamp
Here Auburn
786-2507
Bangor
947-6880
RPM’s Maine Running 
P.O. Box 259 
E. Holden, Me. 04429
